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Abstract:
The optical spectroscopy and dynamics of three materials; Eu^3+:Y2SiO5, Pr^3+:Y2SiO5, and
Tm^3+:Y2SiO5 that are of interest for application in persistent spectral holeburning optical memory
and signal processing devices were investigated using linear and nonlinear spectroscopic techniques.
Two-pulse photon echoes have been used to measure the homogeneous linewidths. The effects of
instantaneous spectral diffusion were systematically studied to allow accurate determination of the
optical resonance widths, and external magnetic fields were applied to characterize the effects of
fluctuating nuclear spins of the host lattice on dephasing of the dopant ion.
The 7F0 → 5D0 transition of 0.1% Eu^3+ in the two crystallographic sites of Y2SiO5 was studied
using photon echoes. Using this material, we succeeded in measuring the narrowest optical resonance
in a solid by shielding the crystal from stray electromagnetic fields and using sufficiently low laser
power to minimize contributions from instantaneous diffusion. The homogeneous linewidths measured
in a magnetic field of 100 G are 122 Hz (site 1) and 167 Hz (site 2). These widths are dominated by
population decay, but up to 20 Hz is attributed to 89Y spin fluctuations which have been reduced by
the applied magnetic field.
Similar studies were performed to determine the contributions to the homogeneous linewidth of the
3H4(1) → 1D2(1) transition for both sites of 0.02% Pr^3+ in Y2SiO5. Linewidths of 2.1 kHz (site 1)
and 0.85 kHz (site 2) were obtained with an applied magnetic field of 77 G. A significant contribution
of 89Y nuclear spin fluctuations to the zero-field homogeneous linewidth was found. Optically
detected nuclear magnetic resonance measurements determined the hyperfine structure of the 3H4
ground state for each site, and photon echo nuclear double resonance was used to determine the
hyperfine levels of the lowest component of the 1D2 manifold.
Absorption, fluorescence, fluorescence excitation and Zeeman experiments were performed to
characterize the crystal field levels of 0.1% Tm^3+ in Y2SiO5. Small splittings of only 13 cm^-1 (site
1) and 1.6 cm^-1 (site 2) were found for the lowest components of the 3H6 ground state multiplet. The
homogeneous linewidth of the 3H6 → 3H4 transition was also measured yielding widths of 57 kHz
(site 1) and 241 kHz (site 2) in zero magnetic field. These unexpectedly large widths were attributed to
the accidental magnetic sensitivity of Tm^3+ in this host due to the presence of enhanced nuclear
magnetic moments resulting from the energy level structure.
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ABSTRACT

The optical spectroscopy and dynamics of three materials; Eu3+IY2SiO5,
Pr3+IY2SiO5, and Tm3+IY2SiO5 that are of interest for application in persistent spectral
holeburning optical memory and signal processing devices were investigated using linear
and nonlinear spectroscopic techniques. Two-pulse photon echoes have been used to
measure the homogeneous linewidths. The effects of instantaneous spectral diffusion
were systematically studied to allow accurate determination of the optical resonance
widths, and external magnetic fields were applied to characterize the effects of
fluctuating nuclear spins of the host lattice on dephasing of the dopant ion.
The 7F0 —> 5D0 transition of 0.1% Eu3"1"in the two crystallographic sites of Y2SiO5
was studied using photon echoes. Using this material, we succeeded in measuring the
narrowest optical resonance in a solid by shielding the crystal from stray electromagnetic
fields and using sufficiently low laser power to minimize contributions from
instantaneous diffusion. The homogeneous linewidths measured in a magnetic field of
100 G are 122 Hz (site I) and 167 Hz (site 2). These widths are dominated by
population decay, but up to 20 Hz is attributed to 89Y spin fluctuations which have been
reduced by the applied magnetic field.
Similar studies were performed to determine the contributions to the
homogeneous linewidth of the 3H U(I) —> 1D2(I) transition for both sites of 0.02% Pr3"1" in
Y2SiO5. Linewidths of 2.1 kHz (site I) and 0.85 kHz (site 2) were obtained with an
applied magnetic field of 77 G. A significant contribution of 89Y nuclear spin
fluctuations to the zero-field homogeneous linewidth was found. Optically detected
nuclear magnetic resonance measurements determined the hyperfine structure of the 3H4
ground state for each site, and photon echo nuclear double resonance was used to
determine the hyperfine levels of the lowest component of the 1D2 manifold.
Absorption, fluorescence, fluorescence excitation and Zeeman experiments were
performed to characterize the crystal field levels of 0.1% Tm3+ in Y2SiO5. Small
splittings of only 13 cm"1 (site I) and 1 .6 'em '1 (site 2) were found for the lowest
components of the 3H5 ground state multiplet. The homogeneous linewidth of the 3H5 —>
3Ht transition was also measured yielding widths of 57 kHz (site I) and 241 kHz (site 2)
in zero magnetic field. These unexpectedly large widths were attributed to the accidental
magnetic sensitivity of Tm3+ in this host due to the presence of enhanced nuclear
magnetic moments resulting from the energy level structure.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The lanthanides, more commonly called the rare earths (Z = 57 - 71), he between
Barium and Hafnium in the periodic table. Insulators containing rare earth ions comprise
a unique and extremely important class of solid state materials. The triply-ionized rare
earths have an unfilled 4 f electron shell that is shielded by outer filled 5s2 and 5p6
electron shells. In free space, the electronic structure of the 4f electrons is characterized
by 21+1-fold degenerate J-multiplets, with spacings resulting from the coulomb repulsion
and spin-orbit interactions.

In a solid, the “crystal field” acts only as a moderate

perturbation on these multiplets because of the screening by the outer filled 5s2p6 shells.
The electronic structure of the rare earths in a solid can thus be treated as that of a free
ion perturbed by a local crystal field specific to a given host material. As a result, rare
earth ions in virtually any solid exhibit extremely sharp optical spectra originating from f
to f electron transitions between crystal field levels of the 4 f configuration.

These

properties make rare-earth-doped insulators ideal candidates for a wide variety of
spectroscopic studies and applications. The clear and unambiguous nature of the spectra
from rare earth activated solids allows for interpretation that provides insight not only
into the material being studied, but also into the general area of solid state physics.

2
Motivation

The same properties that make rare earth doped solids interesting for
fundamental scientific research also make them extremely valuable for application in a
wide variety of commercial devices including solid state laser systems and optical fiber
amplifiers. Recently, rare earth doped crystals have been shown to be of interest for
application in new optical memory and signal processing devices based on persistent
spectral hole burning (PSHB) and coherent transient phenomena.1"11 Such devices have
the potential to dramatically increase optical storage densities and provide extremely high
speed data access.1"11

In signal processing applications, these devices allow for

processing of amplitude-, phase-, and frequency-modulated signals at GHz data rates.11

In rare-earth-doped crystals, the spectral width of a transition is due to several
interactions that can be classified into two major categories: homogeneous and
inhomogeneous broadening. Homogeneous broadening is due to dynamic perturbations
on the transition frequency due for example to phonons or fluctuating nuclear and
electronic spins of the host lattice. Inhomogeneous broadening results from variations in
the local environments of the dopant ions and can arise from static lattice strains and
crystal defects. For rare earth crystals at low temperature, the spectral width of the
lowest level of a J-multiplet is usually dominated by inhomogeneous broadening with a.
width of a several GHz and a homogeneous linewidth that can be several orders of
magnitude smaller. These differences in the linewidths can be exploited for use in optical
memories.

In frequency domain PSHB memory applications, data is stored as
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structure” in a normally smooth inhomogeneously broadened absorption bneshape.
This is accomplished by “burning holes” in the absorption profile by exposing the crystal
to a narrow bandwidth laser that is resonant with some portion of the inhomogeneous
line. This process selectively bleaches the absorption at the laser frequency by depleting
the ground state population of ions resonant with the laser creating a “hole” in the
inhomogeneously broadened line that is one bit of information. The width of these holes
is limited by the homogeneous linewidth, and therefore the limit on the number of holes
or bits which can be stored within the inhomogeneous profile is in principle determined
by the ratio of the inhomogeneous to homogeneous linewidths

TinhZrh.

Thus a narrow

homogeneous linewidth is important to obtain high storage densities.

In the time domain, information is stored in the form of optical pulse trains using
stimulated photon echoes. The length of the pulse trains is limited by the homogeneous
dephasing time, or coherence time, T2. Thus from the time domain point of view, long
coherence times allow the storage of information in the form of long optical pulse trains
within the coherence time of the material system2,3. Long dephasing times in the time
domain are exactly the same as narrow homogeneous linewidths in the frequency domain
since T2 = IZ(TtTh). It is clear that the performance Emits of such PSHB devices are
material dependent. As a result, it is important to perform extensive material studies in
order to characterize the potential of a given rare earth doped crystal for use in such
applications. This thesis presents studies of three materials: Eu3+IY2SiO5, Pr3+:Y2SiO5,
and Tm3+:Y2S i0 5, that have recently been shown4,6"9 to have potential for application in
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PSHB memory and signal processing devices.

The fundamental material properties

which determine the ultimate performance limits of the material have been explored using
a variety of linear and non-linear spectroscopic techniques.

In addition to applications in optical memories, sharp optical resonances (or long
coherence times) are important in that they provide very sensitive probes of small
interactions or external perturbations such as superhyperfine coupling12’13, tunneling
splittings14, nuclear Zeeman effects15, or Stark coefficients involving fields as small as
mV/cm.16

Measurement Techniques

The measurement of sub-kHz wide optical resonances in the frequency domain
puts very stringent requirements on laser frequency stability and has not yet been
achieved directly in a solid state system, although it has been demonstrated in gases, or
rather in trapped single ions.17 The use of photon echoes in the time domain overcomes
this need for stability, since the Fourier width o f the excitation pulses can be chosen to be
greater than the laser frequency jitter and this prepares a relatively broad packet in the
inhomogeneous line; the second pulse of the echo sequence removes the inhomogeneous
contribution to the linewidth.18 On the other hand, for spectral hole burning or optical
free induction decay it is necessary to prepare a very sharp packet, less than the
homogeneous linewidth. One drawback with the photon echo technique is the possibility
of exciting echo modulation due to coherent preparation of three or more levels.19 In
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cases where small splittings fall within the bandwidth of the excitation pulses, even a
weak modulation can seriously distort the echo decays.

Chapter 2 provides a more

detailed description of the concepts of hole burning and related techniques and the
theory of coherent transients and their application in optical memories.

Chapter 3

describes the experimental apparatus used for the measurement of photon echoes and for
the other spectroscopic techniques used in the studies presented in this thesis.

Materials Studies

The optical dephasing time of isolated ions in solids can become very long at low
temperatures 20. At temperatures below about 2 K, dephasing times of optical transitions
from the ground state to metastable levels in rare-earth doped crystals are usually limited
by nuclear spin fluctuations. In the search for long coherence times, host materials have
been chosen whose constituent ions have zero nuclear spin such as oxygen, low isotopic
abundance of nuclear spins such as Si, or small magnetic moments such as yttrium. In
this way and using long-lived metastable optical levels, subkilohertz wide optical
resonances have been observed in Eu3-tIY 2O321,22, Eu3+:Y2SiO523, and Eu3+:YAlO324,25 and
resonances only several kHz wide in others such as Pr3-1-: YAlO318,26, Pr3-1-:YAG27, and
Cr3+IAl2O3.28 We recently reported the measurement of a 122 Hz wide optical resonance
in Eu3+IY2SiO5 - the narrowest yet observed in a solid and limited only by the population
decay time Ti.29

6

Eu3*:YoSiO-;

The Y2SiO5 host is an ideal one in many ways, as nuclear spins have been
minimized and large crystals of good optical quality can be produced, primarily as a
result of the demand for its use as a laser material.30"32 Chapter 4 presents studies of
Eu3+:Y2SiO5 where we have used photon echoes to measure what we believe to be the
longest dephasing time (i.e., the sharpest optical resonance) yet reported in a solid: T2 =.
2.6 ms for Eu3+ ions in Y2SiO5 at 1.4 K. This corresponds to an optical resonance width
of 122 Hz (or a resonant Q > 4 x IO12 ). M ost of the more than 8 orders of magnitude
between this value and that of the room temperature width (~ 60 GHz) comes from
phonon scattering and phonon absorption processes which usually become negligible
below - 4 K for rare-earth or transition-metal ion impurity systems.

The remaining

sources of dephasing are population decay by radiative or nonradiative processes or
dynamic local fields due either to nuclear spin fluctuations of the host lattice nuclei, in
the present case 89Y, or to the presence of other excited ions (so-called "instantaneous
diffusion").

The 7F0 -» 5D0 transition of the Eu3"1" ion is a good choice for these studies
because the electronic magnetic moment is quenched in the 7F0 ground state and is very
small in the 5D0 excited state33, making the transition frequency insensitive to magnetic
fluctuations. Further, the excited state lifetime of ~1 ms in many materials contributes
only ~100 Hz to the total linewidth and allows one to study other sources of dephasing
with great sensitivity. For example, most of the compounds studied contain yttrium,
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because yttrium can be substituted by trivalent rare-earth ions without charge
compensation and the fluctuating local, fields due to the 89Y nucleus are expected to be
small since its magnetic moment is only -0.14|iN. By reducing other sources of line
broadening, we have for the first time determined the contribution of the yttrium nucleus
to optical line broadening and for the 7F0 -> 5D0 transition of Eu3+ found it to be only
about 100 Hz. In all the work by other groups cited above, the lifetime (T1) limited
value was not reached, although efforts to remove the effects of nuclear spin fluctuations
by coherent spin decoupling34'35 or choice of host matrix18,21,23 led to substantial
linewidth reductions. One of the effects which makes it difficult to achieve the T1 limit is
excitation-density-dependent instantaneous diffusion in which time varying fields
produced by optical excitation of neighboring ions contribute to dephasing.22,36"44 As
coherence times become longer, the possibility that phonon contributions may contribute
-100 Hz needs to be kept in mind and the sample temperature carefully monitored.

Pr3+:Y,SiCk

Like the Eu3+ ion, Pr3+ is a good choice for low sensitivity to dynamic local fields
since it is an even electron ion so that in crystallographic sites with lower than axial
symmetry the levels are electronic singlets where the orbital angular momentum is
quenched. Chapter 5 describes an investigation of optical dephasing of the Pr3"1" ion in
Y2SiOs. As in the case of Eu3LY2SiOs29 we find two contributions to T2 - one that is
magnetic in origin, involving magnetic field-dependent 89Y nuclear spin fluctuations, and
another that is due to field-independent population decay. For site 2 where the Pr3* ion
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has the smaller enhanced nuclear moment, the magnetic contribution can be largely
suppressed, giving near-Ti-limited dephasing.

For site I, a contribution of several

hundred Hz remains due to spin-induced dephasing. These results were obtained after a
detailed investigation of the contribution of instantaneous diffusion. Our studies show
that, as in the case of Eu3"1":Y2SiOs, Pr3+:Y2SiOs is a useful material for demonstrations of
time-domain storage and processing and it has an advantage that Pr3+ ions in site I have
an oscillator strength two orders of magnitude higher than that in the Eu3+ material.

Tm3^YoSiOs

Tm3+ is of particular interest because it has a transition at ~ 800 nm which is
accessible with commercially available diode lasers. The Eu3+ and Pr3+ ions have been
the primary rare earth ions of interest for optical memory applications, since, in addition
to their insensitivity to the magnetic properties of the host lattice spins, they also have a
nuclear spin of 5/2 that results in hyperfme structure in the electronic singlets.

The

hyperfine structure provides a mechanism for persistent spectral hole burning that is
necessary for memory applications. For signal processing applications, however, only
long dephasing times are necessary. The Tm3+ ion has a nuclear spin of 1/2 and therefore
does not have hyperfme structure or a mechanism for persistent spectral hole burning,
but it is of considerable interest for signal processing applications.

Chapter 6 presents studies of Tm3+ doped Y2SiO5. The Y2SiO5 host has been
shown to be a nearly ideal host for achieving long dephasing times.29 Previous studies of

Tm3+ showed that even in a host like YAG with large magnetic moments present (the
aluminum magnetic moment is -3.6 p N) the 3H6 -» 3H4 transition has a long fluorescence
lifetime of -8 0 0 jus and a relatively long coherence time of T2 = 105 ps.45 This
corresponds to a homogeneous linewidth of -3 kHz. Measurement of the dephasing
times of Tm3"1" in Y2SiOs yielded unexpectedly short values of T2 = 5 ps. Spectroscopic
studies of the Tm3"1" crystal field levels show much more complicated spectra than
expected for such a low symmetry site. Small ground state crystal field splittings were
found that contribute to an enhanced nuclear magnetic moment which may explain the
anomalously rapid dephasing seen in the photon echo experiments.

At present,

Tm3+YAG remains the best candidate for use in diode laser pumped signal processing
devices.
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CHAPTER 2

SPECTRAL HOLEBURNING AND PHOTON ECHOES

Homogeneous and Inhomogeneous Broadening

There

are

two

main

classes

of

line

broadening,

homogeneous

and

inhomogeneous, that give rise to the observed spectral width of. optical transitions of rare
earth ions in real crystals. Homogeneous broadening of a spectral line is experienced
equally by all ions in the solid and is due to dynamic fluctuations in the local crystal field
or magnetic environment that act as perturbations on the transition frequency of the ion
of interest. For rare earth doped solids, these dynamic perturbations on the transition
frequency are typically a result of phonons and fluctuations of nuclear and electronic
spins of the host lattice.

In contrast to homogeneous broadening due to dynamical

processes, inhomogeneous broadening is due to any static perturbation that makes the
local environment around one ion in the solid different from that of another ion. These
variations in the local crystal field are due to static lattice stresses and strains, crystal
defects, and impurities. Inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms result in a distribution
of transition frequencies which reflect the various local environments in the crystal. This
is shown schematically in figure 2.1 for an inhomogeneously broadened transiton of
width Finh, where each homogeneously broadened packet of width Fh represents a given
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Frequency

Figure 2.1 Inhomogeneous and homogeneous linewidths shown schematically for the
lowest level in a J-multiplet. The homogeneous width is much smaller than the
inhomogeneous width. Each homogeneously broadened “packet” represents a group of
ions in the crystal that experience the same local environment.

group of ions which experience the same local environment. In rare earth doped crystals
at liquid helium temperatures, the upper components of a given J-multiplet tend to have
homogeneous linewidths comparable to or greater than the inhomogeneous width. This
is primarily due to spontaneous phonon emission to the other lower levels in the
multiplet. However, the observed spectral width of the lowest level of the multiplet is
usually dominated by inhomogeneous broadening with a linewidth of a few GHz to a few
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10’s of GHz, and homogeneous widths of a few hundred Hz to Mhz or GHz.

For

studies or applications where long fluorescence lifetimes and narrow homogeneous
linewidths are important, the lowest level of a manifold is typically the only state of that
J-multiplet which is of interest.

Since optical memory applications require these

properties, the studies in this thesis were performed on transitions which are
inhomogeneously broadened. While this is necessary for optical memory applications,
the inhomogeneous linewidth obscures other important spectroscopic information like
hyperfme or superhyperfine splittings which are on the order of kHz - MHz.

The

homogeneous linewidth itself contains information about the dynamics of the system and
is also buried within the inhomogeneously broadened profile.

Conventional

spectroscopic techniques can quite easily allow for measurement of the inhomogeneous
linewidth by performing a simple absorption experiment where the intensity of the
transmitted light is monitored as a function of frequency. It is however a much more
difficult task to determine the homogeneous linewidth, and nonlinear spectroscopic
techniques must be employed to gain the extremely high resolution required to measure
these structures. In the frequency domain, spectral holeburning and optically detected
nuclear magnetic resonance (ODNMR) are two of the most widely use techniques, and
they will be discussed in the next section. In the time domain, photon echoes and related
techniques like photon echo nuclear double resonance (PENDOR) are used and are
discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.

13
Spectral Holeburning

■Basic Mechanisms

In spectral hole burning, a laser is used to selectively excite a narrow portion of
the inhomogeneously broadened line. The ions which are resonant with the laser are
pumped from the ground state to an excited state. These ions can then relax back to the
ground state or to some other levels of the system which can act as population
reservoirs. Those ions which relax back to the ground state are excited again and have
another chance to decay to the other reservoir levels. In this manner, it is possible to
deplete the ground state population of ions that are resonant with the laser.

This

selective bleaching of the absorption by the pump laser results in a spectral “hole” that
may be observed by scanning the frequency of a low intensity laser across the
inhomogeneously broadened line.

When the low intensity laser is resonant with the

original pump laser, a decrease in the absorption (increase in the transmission) is
observed due to the depletion of the ground state population of ions at that frequency.
This was first, demonstrated in solids by Szabo in his studies of ruby,46 and was first
applied to rare earths by Erickson.47 The holebuming process is shown schematically in
figure 2.2.

The hole width and the hole lifetime are important parameters for the use of
holeburning as a spectroscopic technique as well as in optical memory applications.
Given a laser with a linewidth much narrower than the homogenous broadening, it is
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Figure 2.2 The holeburning process. A narrow band laser excites a portion of the
inhomogeneous line, depleting the ground state population and enhancing the population
of some other level in the system. The “Hole” can be seen as a reduction in the absorption
at the frequency of the original laser.
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possible to excite a single homogeneous packet, and it can be shown48 that the hole
width is twice the homogeneous Iinewidth plus possible power broadening effects.
Commercially available single frequency cw dye lasers have jitter limited linewidths of ~
1-3 Mhz, though, and homogeneous linewidths can be several kHz or even as narrow as
a few hundred Hz. As a result, the practical resolution of the holeburning technique is
determined by the stability of the laser. Much work has been done to build lasers stable
to a few kHz.49 Such lasers are not widely available though and are still too broad for
use with a significant number of materials with even narrower homogeneous linewidths

The lifetime of a spectral hole is determined by the lifetime of the population
reservoir and for the lowest level in a Tmultiplet can range from psec to as long as
several hours in some materials.2 The various mechanisms for holeburning in rare earth
doped solids, shown in figure 2.3, are classified by the type of population reservoir in
which the ions are stored after optical pumping from the ground state. The simplest case
uses two level saturation of the absorption as the holeburning mechanism, where the
excited state acts as the population reservoir. The lifetime of the hole is determined by
the lifetime of the excited state, typically (isec to msec. Longer hole lifetimes can be
achieved in systems where a third metastable state or hyperfine or superhyperfine
structure acts as the population reservoir. Holeburning of the 3H6 -> 3H4 transition of
the Tm3+ ion uses a three level scheme like that shown in figure 2.3b with the 3F4
metastable level acting as the population reservoir. For Eu3+ and Pr3+, hyperfine levels
are the population reservoir as shown in figure 2.3c, and hole lifetimes of more than 13
hours have been observed.2 With this potential for extremely long hole lifetimes, optical
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Figure 2.3 Population reservoirs for holeburning in rare earth doped solids. The solid
arrows pointing up (down) show the excitation (decay) processes to (from) the excited state.
The dotted arrows show the hole recovery processes that determine the lifetime of the hole.
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pumping of the nuclear hyperfine levels is a very useful holeburning mechanism for the
trivalent rare earths. Both Eu3"1" and Pr3+ ions have a nuclear spin of 5/2 so that in zero
external magnetic field there will be three Kramers doublet nuclear hyperfine levels
associated with each electronic state. In the case of Eu3+, there is a significant nuclear
quadrupole interaction that splits the hyperfine levels of the 7F0 ground state and 5D0
excited state by 10’s of MHz. In Pr3"1" the pure quadrupole interaction is quite weak but
the second order magnetic hyperfine interaction or pseudo-quadrupole interaction splits
the hyperfine levels of the ground state and lowest 1D2 level on the order of 10 MHz.
Holeburning is performed by using a narrow band cw laser of 1-2 MHz bandwidth to
excite a single transition between the ground state and excited state hyperfine levels for
one specific packet of ions in the crystal. The ground state hyperfine level which was
optically pumped will have a depleted population, while the other two levels will have an
excess population. If an absorption experiment is then performed, decreased absorption
or holes will be seen at frequencies corresponding to transitions between the depleted
level and the three excited state hyperfine levels. Enhanced absorption or antiholes will
be seen at frequencies corresponding to transitions from the two ground state, hyperfine
levels with excess population. The relative intensities of the holes and antiholes will
depend on the optical transition probability and thus on the overlap of the nuclear spin
wave function of the ground and excited states. It is important to note that this pattern
of holes and antiholes is for a single subset of ions in the solid. For the Eu3"1" 7F0 -> 5D0,
and Pr3"1"3H4 -» 1D2 transitions, the inhomogeneous broadening is very large compared to
the splittings of the hyperfine levels, so all of the allowed transitions between every
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ground state hyperfine level and excited state hyperfine level will be excited for some
subset of ions. As a result there will be a much more complicated pattern of holes and
anti holes. For an I = 5/2 system there are 9 different subsets of ions which can result in
seven holes (the main hole and 3 holes on each side called side holes) and 42 antiholes
(21 on each side of the mail hole). The frequency differences between the main and side
holes will give the excited state hyperfine splittings and the frequency differences
between the antiholes and corresponding hole will give the ground state hyperfine
splittings. It is thus possible to use holeburning as a spectroscopic tool to determine the
hyperfine splittings that are masked by the inhomogeneously broadened absorption
profile. As noted earlier, the resolution of this technique is limited by the laser jitter
which is typically a few MHz.

Optically Detected Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (ODNMRi

It is possible to greatly enhance the resolution of the measurement of hyperfine
splittings by using holeburning in conjunction with an applied radio frequency (RF) field.
Just as the holeburning process perturbs the population distribution among the hyperfine
levels, application of a RF field resonant with the hyperfine splittings will also drive these
populations. Changes in the population distribution among the hyperfine levels due to
application of the RF field is detected as a change in the absorption or fluorescence
intensity while burning a hole. This technique is usually referred to as optically detected
nuclear magnetic resonance or ODNMR. The resolution of ODNMR is limited by the
inhomogeneously broadened Iinewidth of the nuclear transition or the RF source rather
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than laser jitter. This allows one to measure the hyperfine splittings at least an order of
magnitude more precisely than by holeburning.

To perform an ODNMR experiment, a laser is used to burn a hole depleting the
population of one of the ground state hyperfine levels. Unlike normal holeburning where
the burn laser is turned off while the hole pattern is read, the laser is left on and the
absorption or fluorescence intensity is monitored while an RF field is applied to the
sample. When the RF is resonant with any of the hyperfine splittings, the intensity of the
holeburning will change, resulting in a change in the absorption or fluorescence intensity.
When the RF is resonant with a ground state splitting, population is driven into the
depleted level (hole filling) decreasing the amount of holeburning and thus increasing the
absorption and fluorescence intensity.

If the RF is resonant with an excited state

splitting, an increase in the branching to the levels acting as population reservoirs can
occur resulting in enhanced holeburning. This is seen as a decrease in absorption and
fluorescence intensity. This technique is extremely useful in determining ground state
hyperfine splittings but signals can be quite weak for excited state resonances.

For

example, in cases where the ion is in sites of non-axial symmetry, the branching among
the excited states can already be strong and the RF has little additional effect. In these
cases the holeburning pattern or some other technique must be used to determine the
excited state splittings.
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Application to Optical Memory Devices

Spectral holeburning clearly has great utility as a high resolution spectroscopic
technique, but it also has been shown recently to be useful for optical memory and signal
processing devices. For this application, one is usually interested in persistent spectral
holeburning (PSHB), where persistent usually means holes with extremely long lifetimes
of hours to days. In this application, the inhomogeneously broadened profile is divided
into frequency bins as shown in figure 2.4. Data is then stored as a hole burned in a
given frequency bin representing a binary I, or no hole is burned representing a binary 0.
The laser can then be moved to a different location in the crystal to sample a different set
of ions and another set of data can be stored at this location. The ultimate limit on the
number of bits that can be stored at each spot in the crystal is the ratio of the
inhomogeneous to homogeneous linewidths ( FinhZTh,), which is typically between IO4 to
IO6 but has been shown to be as high as IO7 for some Eu3"1" doped crystals.29 As a result,
this technique has the distinct advantage of increasing the storage density of optical
memory devices by these factors of IO4 to IO7. This application of PSHB has caused a
recent surge in the search for rare earth doped materials with long hole lifetimes and very
narrow homogeneous linewidths.

However, even given a system that meets these

requirements, there are significant limitations to the use of frequency domain PSHB
techniques described here.
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Figure 2.4 Frequency domain PSHB optical data storage. The inhomogeneously
broadened absorption profile is divided into N frequency bins. A hole is either burned in
a bin representing a binary I or not burned representing a binary 0.

One limitation is imposed by the fact that commercially available lasers have jitter
limited linewidths significantly larger than the homogeneous linewidth. This causes a
significant reduction in the number of holes that can be burned in a given
inhomogeneously broadened profile since the hole width is limited by laser jitter rather
than the homogeneous linewidth. In addition, the readout process of a hole is quite slow
and must be performed on a time scale on the order of !/Fh to prevent broadening of the
hole by the reading process itself. Because of these limitations in the frequency domain,
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the time domain analog to holeburning called photon echoes is usually used in PSHB
optical memory applications as well as for measurement of homogeneous linewidths.

Two Pulse Photon Echoes

Optical coherent transients in the time domain provide an alternative method to
holeburning techniques for determining the homogeneous linewidth and in some cases
the nuclear hyperfme or superhyperfine splittings. As described in the previous section,
measurement of the homogeneous linewidth via spectral holebuming requires a laser
with a linewidth narrower than the homogeneous broadening thus placing very stringent
limitations on the laser stability. The photon echo technique, however, uses short pulses
whose spectral width is large compared to the homogeneous broadening relaxing the
need for ultra sharp laser linewidths.

The effects of inhomogeneous broadening are

removed by the pulse sequence itself allowing measurement of the homogeneous
linewidth in the form of a characteristic dephasing time T2 called the homogeneous
dephasing time.

The two pulse photon echo experiment is performed by exciting the sample with
two pulses of laser light separated in time by a delay x. The first pulse creates a coherent
superposition of the ground and excited state.

This coherence in the sample is seen

physically as a macroscopic oscillating dipole moment that radiates. The reradiation is
referred to as an optical free induction decay (FID).50 As time evolves the various ions
excited will accumulate relative phases (dephase) due to the spread in transition energies
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resulting from inhomogeneous broadening. This dephasing results in a loss of coherence
at a rate T2 =

IZTexc, where Fexc is the spectral width of the excitation pulse or the

inhomogeneous linewidth whichever is smaller.

The second excitation pulse has the

effect in some sense of exchanging the amplitudes of the ground and excited states in the
coherent superposition. This results in a change in sign of the accumulated phase of the
ions. After the second pulse the ions rephase, and at a tim et later the relative phases of
the ions are zero resulting once again in a macroscopic oscillating dipole that is seen as a
burst of coherent radiation called a photon echo. The amplitude of the echo will decay
at a characteristic rate T2 as the separation of the first and second excitation ,pulses is
increased. Since dephasing due to the static effects of inhomogeneous broadening has
been erased by the echo excitation sequence, the echo decay rate versus x yields
information about the dynamical processes in the solid that give rise to the homogeneous
linewidth. The homogeneous linewidth is related to the dephasing time by Fh = l/(n T2).
Working in the time domain, the photon echo technique provides a method for
measuring extremely narrow homogeneous linewidths (as narrow as I OOHz29) while
using a laser with a much broader spectral width of 1-2 M Hz;

The Density Matrix and the 2-Level System

A more detailed derivation of the photon echo process can be understood by
analysis of the interaction of a two level quantum mechanical system with the radiation
field of a laser.48’51’52 In the analysis of quantum systems one typically wants to calculate
expectation values of operators that represent physical observables, in this case the
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macroscopic polarization of the medium due to the coherent excitation of the ions by the
laser field. When the state of the system is known exactly, the expectation value of an
observable A for a system in the state Ixj/) can be calculated in the normal manner as

(A) = (T |A |

=

J Y* ( r , t)A Y (r, t)d ^ r.

However, in many cases the exact state of the system is not known.

(2.1)

In these

circumstances an alternate approach which employs the density matrix or density
operator is used to calculate expectation values. A full derivation of the density matrix
formalism and its properties will not be presented here; the reader is referred to. any of
several excellent texts48,51"54 for the details of this approach to quantum mechanical
systems.

To introduce the density matrix, consider an isolated quantum mechanical system
in a state l\]/(r,t)) given by

|¥ (r,t)) = Z c n(t)un(r),

(2.2)

n

where the un(r) are a complete orthonormal set of basis functions. The density operator
is then defined by

pCt) = ! ^ ) ) ^ ) ! ,
with matrix elements

(2.3)
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Pmn —Cm (t)cn(t).

(2 .4)

For an ensemble of quantum mechanical systems (like ions in a solid experiencing
dynamic field fluctuations and occupying slightly different local environments due to
inhomogeneous broadening) an ensemble average must be taken and the appropriate
definition of the density operator is

(2 .5)

where Pv is the probability of finding the state Ixj/) in the ensemble, and the sum is over
all possible states. It can then be shown that the expectation value of an observable A is
given by the trace of the matrix product of the operator and the density matrix

(A) = Tr(pA ) = 2 ( p A ) nn .

(2.6)

n

Thus once the density matrix is known, one can calculate expectation values of any
observable.

It is also important to note the physical meaning of the density matrix

elements. The diagonal matrix elements Pnn = Icn(I)I2 represent populations of the system
in the nth state, while the off-diagonal elements Pmn = cm*(t)cn(t) represent the coherence
between the mth and nth state. Dynamical operators like the density operator satisfy the
Liouville equation

(2 .7)
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where H is the Hamiltonian of the system.

Photon Echo Formation

Let us consider a two level system with eigenstates II) and 12) described by a
Hamiltonian H 0 such that: H 0Il) = B ill), and H 012) = E 2 I2 ). Let the zero of energy be
Bi and E2 =
=

C1(t)

The most general wave function for the system can be written as IxF(T))

II) + c2(t)e"1(p 12).

^ I f the system...is„...expo_sed_to__an...electric field

E(t) = E x (t)x + E y (t)y, and the states are coupled by an electric dipole interaction, the
interaction Hamiltonian is

H i = -It* E (t) = -( p .xE x + (IyE y ) =

()j.+E _ + |i “E +) ,

(2.8)

where we have made the definitions Ei = Ex ± iEy and (Ii = (ix ±i(iy. The transition dipole
matrix elements are then defined as

Jt 12 = A l = 2(1, and (I = <2l|ixll).

(2.9)

The dynamical response of the system is governed by

I ^ = [H0 T H i T H relax5P],

(2.10)

where H relax is the relaxation Hamiltonian describing all processes effecting the
relaxation of the system to thermal equilibrium as well as processes which result in loss
of phase coherence.54"59 Due to the complexity of these relaxation interactions, they are
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often dealt with in a phenomenological manner.51,60 Equation 2.8 for the density matrix
elements of our two level system becomes

dt ~ ~ f i [(Hi L P21+ (H i V i z ] -^[H relax •p\22>

(2.11a)

dt - - 1® 0P21^a (H i ) 21[ P ll+ P 2 2 ] - ^ [ H reiax,p]21,

(2.11b)

^Pl2 ^P21
dt ™ dt ’

(2.11c)

^Pll
dt “

(2.1 Id)

^P 22
dt '

It is quite illustrative to rewrite equations 2.11 in a form first contrived by Block61 and
later Feynman, Vernon and Hellwarth62 who developed a geometrical interpretation of
this interaction by defining a pseudo-dipole vector

R —r^ I + r2 2 + rg 3,

(2.12)

with components

r i = P21 + P 12 ,
r2

= i(P 21 " P 12 ),

Ts = P22 " Pu,

and a pseudo-field vector

(2.13a)
(2.13b)
(2.13c)
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^ = -^R e(H i )211--^ImCHi )212+ro3.

(2 . 14)

Equations 2.11 can now be written in the classic form

dR

at

=Q x R + -

(2 . 15)
I

known as the optical Block equation.61 The relaxation terms in equation 2.15 were
added phenomenologically.

The term associated with the diagonal elements of the

density matrix namely r3 is characterized by a time Ti which represents population decay
from the excited state to the ground state.

T 1 is called the fluorescence lifetime or

longitudinal relaxation tim e.' The decay of off diagonal elements of the density matrix (T1
and x2) is characterized by T2 which describes the loss of coherence or “dephasing” of the
system. T2 is usually called the dephasing time or transverse relaxation time.

If we neglect the effects of relaxation for a moment, equation 2.15 indicates that
the pseudo-dipole vector R processes around the pseudo-field vector Q which is rotating
at the frequency of the applied electric field.

This can be compared directly to the

precession of a magnetic moment M about an oscillating magnetic field H in a magnetic
resonance experiment. Therefore a direct analogy can be made between photon echoes
and spin echoes.

Now consider the specific case where our two level system is exposed to a series
of circularly polarized laser pulses as shown in figure 2.5. If the applied electric field is
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in the x, y plane, then E(t) = Ecos(tObt)x + Esin(GGot) y so that the pseudo-field vector
has components £2i = -2p,Ecos(cd)t)/%, Q 2 = -2p,Esin(coot)/%,
polarized in the 1,2 plane.

= ggand is also circularly

As noted above, the pseudo-dipole precesses about this

pseudo-field vector which is itself rotating at angular frequency coo. This results in some
rather wild gyrations in the stationary 1,2,3 coordinate system. It is therefore very useful
to transform to a reference frame rotating about the 3 axis at a frequency coo defined by
the axes

I = cos(cot)!+ sin(cot)2,

(2.16a)

II = -sin(cot)! + cos(cot)2,

(2.16b)

in=3.

(2.16c)

In this reference frame the problem is simplified to the precession of the pseudo-dipole
vector about a stationary pseudo-field vector that now has components

= -2jiE/h, Q s

= 0, Q ra = to. The equation of motion for the pseudo-dipole vector in the rotating frame
is still of the same form as equation 2.15

—

I + ( c o - CO0 )ni x R rot + [Relaxation terms]

LV

(2.17)
: Q eff x R rot + [Relaxation terms]

where the subscript “rot” indicates the vector transformation to the rotating coordinate
system. It is important to note that Equation 2.17 describes the time evolution of a
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Figure 2.5 The excitation pulse sequence and Block vector diagrams for two pulse
photon echoes. The upper picture shows the timing of the excitation sequence for
photon echoes, (a) - (e) show the time evolution of the pseudo-dipoles. The pseudo dipole vectors represent the phases of the coherence of the various ions excited by the
pulse sequence. (This figure follows Levenson.51)
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single two-level system and therefore one group of ions that all experience the same local
environment and thus have the same transition energy. If the ions are initially all in the
ground state at time t = -h, all the pseudo-dipole vectors point along the -III direction as
shown in figure 2.5a. During the interval -ti < t < 0 the system is exposed to the electric
field of the first laser pulse. If we assume that the Rabi frequency |_lE/% is much greater
than the detuning A s to - CCb, then the pseudo-dipoles will rotate about the strong applied
field along the -I axis by an angle

(2.18)

called the pulse area. Ideally, ©i = tu/2

so

that all the pseudo-dipole vectors for the

ensemble of ions are along the II axis as in figure 2.5b. During the time interval between
the two laser pulses the individual R vectors for the various ions rotate about the III axis
(as described by equation 2.17 with E = 0) at a variety of rates determined by the
detuning Ai for each ion. This “fanning out” of the pseudo-dipole vectors, shown in
figure 2.5c, results in a loss of coherence and therefore a decay of the radiating
macroscopic dipole moment called FID as noted earlier. At a time t2 a second laser pulse
is applied, again causing the pseudo-dipole vectors to rotate about the -I axis by an angle

(2.19)
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as shown in figure 2.5d. After the second pulse, the pseudo-dipoles continue to rotate
about the III axis in the same manner as before the second pulse. At a time t4 = 2 t twice
the time interval between the pulses, all the pseudo-dipoles are once again in phase
resulting in a coherent pulse of radiation which is the photon echo.

In the previous discussion of the formation of the photon echo, relaxation
processes have been neglected. While the photon echo process does reverse dephasing
due to static inhomogeneous broadening, dynamic processes result in dephasing that
cannot be reversed. If relaxations are not neglected, the solution to equation 2.17 for the
individual pseudo-dipoles between the two pulses becomes

R a = (sin(At)II+ cos(At)l)e t/Tz + rinn i.

(2.20)

Now, in addition to the dephasing associated with the rotation of the pseudo-dipoles
about the III axis, the length of these vectors decay with time as e~t/T2. Thus when the
pseudo-dipoles have rephased at t = 2x, the amplitude of the macroscopic dipole moment
will have decayed by the factor e 2z1t^ . Therefore the intensity of the photon echo will
decay as a function of the separation between the first and second laser pulse as a simple
exponential

I(x) = I o e ^ T \

allowing measurement of the homogeneous dephasing time T2.

(2.21)
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In real experimental situations, conditions are rarely as ideal as those depicted in
the derivation above. Fortunately, photon echoes will actually occur under far more
general conditions. Specifically, the pulse areas 0 i and 02 are often significantly less
than the ideal values of tc/2 and TC, but still produce photon echoes nearly as strong as the
ideal case. For arbitrary pulse areas, the photon echo intensity will be modified by a
factor {(sin2( 0 2/2)sin(0i))2}.63,64

In addition to the less than ideal conditions

encountered in real experiments, the physical systems studied are not always modeled by
a simple two level system,

In some cases, the ground and/or excited states have

hyperfine or superhyperfine splittings which are less than the Fourier width of the
exciting laser pulses.

When this occurs, interference or quantum-beats between the

coherences excited for the various transitions result in an echo decay that modulates at
the frequencies of the ground and excited state splittings and their sums and
differences.19,65,66 In the case of nuclear hyperfine splittings, the explicit functional form
of the echo modulation will depend on the overlap of the nuclear spin wavefunctions for
the ground and excited state.
measurement of the

The structure of this type of echo decay curve makes

homogeneous

dephasing time difficult; however, Fourier

transforming the resulting echo decay curve gives the superhyperfine or hyperfine
splittings.

Even in the absence of echo modulation, where a system can be modeled by a
two level picture, the echo decay curves are not always a simple exponential. If the
dephasing is due to a reservoir whose dynamics change on the same time scale as the
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echo decay time T2, very non-exponential decays will result.67 Rare earth doped crystals
often exhibit nonexponential decays when the strong magnetic moment of the rare earth
ion perturbs the nuclear spin dynamics of atoms in the host lattice.45,68"74 This large
magnetic moment causes a “frozen core” of nuclear spins surrounding the rare earth ion
resulting in an inhomogeneous distribution of spin fluctuation rates and a nonexponential
echo decay.

Stimulated Photon Echoes

In addition to the two pulse photon echo described in the previous section,
several other types of photon echoes can be created by using more elaborate pulse
sequences. The stimulated photon echo involves the use of three excitation pulses and
can be thought of in terms of the two pulse photon echo tu/2 and TCpulses where the TC
pulse has been broken into two tc/2 pulses separated by a long delay T.

This pulse

sequence is shown in figure 2.6. The first pulse creates a coherent superposition of the
ground and excited states as in the case of the two pulse echo.. In terms of the Block
vector model of equation 2.17, the first pulse puts all the pseudo-dipoles in the I, II plane
along the II axis. The pseudo-dipoles then dephase in the I,II plane as in the previous
discussion of two pulse echoes. The second pulse is now a tc/2 pulse and rotates the R a
vectors into a plane containing the III axis.

In effect, the second pulse stores the

coherence present at time t2 as a pattern of population differences (often called a
population grating) in the ground and excited states. The population grating will decay
at the longitudinal rate Ti which can be much longer than the dephasing time T2. Thus in
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Figure 2.6 Excitation pulse sequence for stimulated photon echoes. The second pulse
stores the coherence information present at t2 in the form of a population difference
which varies as a function of frequency across the inhomogeneous line.

between the second and third pulses, the transverse components of the R a can relax to
zero but the longitudinal components will still be non-zero. The third tu/2 pulse rotates
the longitudinal components of the pseudo-dipoles back into the I, II plane where they
rephase as in the second half of the two pulse echo sequence. At a time t2 after the third
pulse the pseudo-dipoles are in phase again and radiate the stimulated echo.

For the above description, the amplitude of the stimulated echo would depend on
the pulse I- pulse 2 separation t2 and the pulse 2 - pulse 3 separation t32 = t3 - 12 as

E « h .( t2 + t 3) ~ e - (,r t )/V

t2,\

(2.22)

Thus the stimulated echo allows for measurement of both the longitudinal and transverse
relaxation times in a single experiment. In some systems, it is possible for the excited
state to decay to a long lived reservoir other than the ground state. An example of such
reservoirs are nuclear hyperfine levels associated with the ground state. In this case the
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excited state population grating will still decay in a time Ti, but the grating in the ground
state will decay at a different rate corresponding to the spin-lattice relaxation time Tsi.
The time dependence of the stimulated echo amplitude will be given by

E=ch„(t2 + t 3) - « | ( e " <'3H2,,Tl+ = "<‘="V,T")= "2t2,T:1.
I

(2.23)

In some rare-earth doped materials the spin-lattice interaction is very weak resulting in a
relaxation time Tsi that is as long as a day.2 From 2.23 we see that it is possible to let the
time delay between pulse 2 and 3 be as long as days and still get a stimulated echo. For
systems such as these, the stimulated echo also provides a method for measurement of
the spin-lattice relaxation time.

In addition, since I32 can be much longer than the

dephasing time, the stimulated echo can also provide information about slow spectral
diffusion.

From all this, it may seem like the stimulated echo experiment is the

experiment of choice over the two pulse photon echo, but the intensity of the stimulated
echo is always much smaller than that of the two pulse echo. This can make detection a
significant problem and the experiment much more difficult.

Application to Optical Memory Devices

Earlier in this chapter, the use of PSHB (in the frequency domain) for application
in optical memory devices was discussed. Recall that the primary limitations imposed by
working in the frequency domain were the need for an extremely stable laser (less than
the homogeneous linewidth) to maximize storage density and the need to slowly readout
\
/

\

the data. Such limitations can be alleviated by working in the time domain rather than
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the frequency domain. Time domain storage is accomplished by using stimulated photon
echoes and is referred to as coherent time-domain optical memory (COTM)2 or
stimulated photon-echo memory.75 The write process which stores the information is
accomplished by the first two pulses of the stimulated echo sequence. In this application,
the second pulse is broken into a series of shorter “bits” of data as shown in figure 2.7a.
As in the previous section, the second pulse “stores” the information in the form of a
population grating in the ground and excited states. Just as in frequency domain storage,
a long lived reservoir like nuclear hyperfine levels must be available in order for the
ground state population grating to remain for longer than the fluorescence lifetime. The
third pulse in the stimulated echo sequence acts as the read pulse after which the data is
reproduced as the stimulated photon echo.

The physical storage mechanism in COTM is identical to that of frequency
domain PSHB.

In the frequency domain, a pattern of holes were burned in the

inhomogeneously broadened profile which were read as a series of Hs and O’s (see figure
2.4). The physical origin of the holes is the redistribution of the populations of the
ground state hyperfine levels or in other words a ground state population grating. In the
time domain the data pulse interferes with the coherence created by the write pulse
storing the information in the form of a redistribution of the ground state population as a
function of frequency. This population grating created by the pulse sequence is a pattern
of holes burned in the inhomogeneously broadened profile that is the Fourier transform
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Figure 2.7 Schematic for coherent time-domain optical data storage, (a) shows the
modified stimulated echo pulse sequence for storage and readout of the data. The
interference of the data pulse with the read pulse shown in (b) results in the ground state
population grating which can be seen in (c) as a pattern of holes burned in the
inhomogeneous line. The hole pattern is the Fourier transform of the excitation pulse
sequence.
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of the pulse sequence. This can be seen by looking at the diagonal element of the
density matrix representing the ground state population which is given by6

Pu = I -

IE1(CO)I2 + IE2(CO)I2 + 2Re[IE/(co)l2 IE2(CO)I2]),

(2.24)

where Ei(CO) is the Fourier transform of the ith pulse. The Fourier inverse relationship
between stimulated echoes and holeburning has been demonstrated experimentally76 and
is shown schematically in figure 2.7b.

Thus while CTOM is physically the same as

PSHB, it places much less stringent requirements on the frequency stability of the laser.
In addition it provides a method by which data can be stored at GHz rates in packets on
the order of 100’s of ps long.

Stimulated echoes can also be used in optical signal processing applications
where they can perform convolutions and correlations of the three temporally modulated
excitation pulses.11 In any stimulated echo sequence, the echo amplitude represents the
cross correlation of the first pulse’s temporal waveform with the convolution of the
second and third pulses’ waveforms. Usually one of the three pulses is temporally short,
such that its Fourier transform can be considered constant over the bandwidth of the
other two pulses. In this case, the output is determined only by the temporal properties
of the other two pulses; if the first pulse is short, the stimulated echo is the convolution
of the second and third pulses, while if the second pulse is short the echo is the. cross
correlation of the first and third pulses. The use of stimulated echoes in this manner
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allows for the processing of amplitude-, phase-, and frequency-modulated signals with
predicted data bandwidths exceeding 5 GHz.11

As for PSHB in the frequency domain, the ultimate limits on the performance of
coherent transient signal processors or CTOM are determined by the fundamental
material parameters Fjnh and Fh = 1/( te T2). The limit on the length of the data pulse train
is established by the homogeneous dephasing time T2 since the stimulated echo
amplitude decays as a function of the separation between the first and second laser pulses
at this transverse relaxation rate (see equation 2.23).

The inhomogeneous' linewidth

limits the rate at which the amplitude of the data pulse can be modulated, since the
highest frequency component of the Fourier transform of this data pulse must be within
the inhomogeneously broadened line.

In addition to these fundamental limits, there are many practical problems
associated with implementation of coherent transients in such devices.

A significant

problem is the extra dephasing introduced by the storage process itself. This excitationintensity-dependent process22,36"44 involves both of the excitation (write and data) pulses
in the echo sequence, which can cause abrupt random shifts in the transition frequency of
the echo ions due to the optical excitation of neighboring ions. When these shifts are not
present throughout the entire echo pulse sequence, they cause incomplete rephasing and
effectively shorten the coherence time T2. This reduces the length of the data pulse
trains that can be stored or processed.

A variety of interactions, which are material

dependent, can cause this effect and are discussed in greater detail in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND APPARATUS

A variety of linear and non-linear spectroscopic techniques were employed in the
characterization of the materials studied in this thesis. The techniques and experimental
apparatus used will be presented in this chapter, while the actual data and details specific
to a given material or experiment will be presented in the following chapters. In general,
a material is initially studied using conventional spectroscopic techniques like absorption
and fluorescence to determine the crystal field levels, inhomogeneous linewidths, and
fluorescence lifetimes T%. Variations on these general techniques such as time-resolved
fluorescence and fluorescence-excitation experiments can provide additional information
about the dynamics of energy transfer in the material as well as correlation of energy
levels with crystallographic sites. These linear techniques usually have lower spectral
resolution than nonlinear techniques. Higher resolution non-linear techniques like two
pulse photon echoes, ODNMR, and PENDOR were used to measure homogeneous
linewidths and nuclear hyperfine splittings of the ground and excited states. Stimulated
photon echoes were also used to detect slow spectral diffusion. Table 3.1 summarizes
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Table 3.1
Experimental techniques and their spectral resolutions. Where equipment
is the liming factor, the resolution is for the equipment described in this chapter.
Experimental Technique

Spectral Resolution

Limiting Factor

White light absorption

3 Ghz ~ 0.1 cm"1

SPEX 14018
Monochromator

Laser absorption .

Mhz ~ IO"5 cm '1

Laser jitter

Spectral holeburning

Mhz - IO 5 cm"1

Laser jitter

ODNMR

KHz - IO"8 cm"1

Inhomogeneous linewidth
of nuclear levels (or RF
source linewidth)

PENDOR

KHz - IO 8 Cm 1

Inhomogeneous linewidth
of nuclear levels (or RF
source linewidth)

Photon echoes

10 s of Hz - IO"10 cm

Homogeneous linewidth

these experimental techniques, the associated spectral resolution for the equipment
described below, and the factor which places the ultimate limit on the resolution.

All experiments were performed using a glass liquid helium cryostat with 3
windows providing transverse optical access to the sample. The crystals were immersed
in the liquid helium which was pumped to 1.4 K.

Conventional Spectroscopy

Absorption

White light absorption experiments are typically performed to determine the
crystal field levels of the rare earth doped material. The experimental setup for both
white light and laser absorption is shown in figure 3.1. White light absorption spectra

Digitizing
Oscilloscope

A/D Converter

Computer
Amplifier

Photodiode

SPEX 14018
0.85 m Monochromator

Sample
20 cm lens

7.5 cm lens
Tungsten
lamp

X/4 plate

7.5 cm lens

Cryostat
Dye or
ThSaphire
Laser

Figure 3.1
Experimental apparatus for white light absorption and laser absorption. The solid line indicates the beam path of
the laser for laser absorption and the dashed line shows the light path for white light absorption. Arrows indicate electrical
connections. The electronics connected to the monochromator are associated with the white light experiment and the
electronics connected to the ohotodiode are for the laser absorotion exoeriment.
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were recorded using a 20 W tungsten halogen lamp as a light source. An image of the
lamp filament was focused onto the crystal with a 7.5 cm lens, and the light transmitted
through the crystal was collimated by a 7.5 cm f/2.8 camera lens. The collimated light
was then focused by a 20 cm f/3.5 camera lens onto the entrance slit of a SPEX 14018
0.85-meter double monochromator (hereafter referred to as the SPEX). A quarter-wave
plate was placed in front of the 20 cm lens to scramble the polarization of the light
entering the monochromator. The SPEX uses two 1800 line/mm holographic gratings
and has a maximum resolution of 0 .1 cm"1. The light passing through the exit slit of the
monochromator was detected with an EMI model 9558QB photomultiplier tube (PMT).
The signal from the PMT was amplified and filtered using a Tektronix 7A22 amplifier in
a 7904 oscilloscope and then digitized by a 12 bit A/D converter.

The experiment was computer controlled by a DEC MicroVAX II or an 80486
PC. The MicroVAX was equipped with Data Translation DT2762 12 bit A/D converter,
DT2766 12 bit D/A converter, and DT2769 real-time clock boards.

The PC used a

National Instruments AT-M IO-16F-5 multi-function board that had 12 bit D/A’s, and
A/D’s and a 16 bit counter/timer. The data were acquired by stepping the SPEX and
then measuring the transmitted light intensity. Signal averaging was accomplished by.
reading the A/D converter a very large number of times at each setting of the
monochromator. The SPEX was calibrated with a uranium hollow cathode lamp.

Laser absorption experiments were also performed to obtain higher resolution
measurement of the inhomogeneous profiles. Laser absorption provides a much higher
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resolution than white light absorption since its resolution is limited by the linewidth of
the laser 1-2 MHz = 3 x 10 cm as compared to the 0.1 c m 1 of the monochromator.
The Eu3+ 7F0 —> 5D0 and Pr3+ 3H4 —> 1D2 transitions are in the visible and were probed
using a Coherent 599-21 single-longitudinal-mode cw dye laser pumped by a Spectra
Physics Stabilite 2016 Argon laser. The dye laser has a jitter limited spectral linewidth of
~ l-2 MHz and can be scanned 30 GHz continuously. The Tm3+ 3H6 - 4 3H4 transition is
in the near infrared and was probed with a Coherent 899-21 cw ThSaphire ring laser
pumped by a Coherent Innova 400/20 Argon laser.

To avoid spectral hole burning,

which could alter the amount and shape of the absorption profile, a large beam diameter
of -I c m and very low laser powers of < I mW were used. The transmitted laser light
was detected by an EG&G photodiode or Hamamatsu R928 PMT. As the laser was
scanned 20 GHz, the signal from the detector was sampled by a Tektronix TDS620A
digitizing oscilloscope that was triggered by the start of the laser scan, and data were
transferred from the scope to a computer via the GPEB bus. The intensity of the laser
was recorded with and without the crystal in the beam path as the laser was scanned.
The absorption data obtained with the crystal in the beam were then ratioed by the “raw”
laser intensity to remove variations due to changes in the laser intensity as a function of
frequency.
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Fluorescence

Fluorescence was excited using the Coherent 599-21 or 899-21 cw laser
described above or a nitrogen-laser-pumped pulsed dye laser. The experimental setup
for pulsed and cw excitation is shown in figure 3.2. The cw lasers were focused onto the
sample using a 33 cm lens and the pulsed laser was focused with a 25 cm lens. When the
laser was resonant with a transition, the sample fluoresced along the path of the laser
beam. Fluorescence was collected at 90° relative to the laser beam. For cw excitation,
data acquisition and the remainder of the setup was identical to the white light absorption
experiment described in the previous section with the exception of a dove prism between
the 7.5 cm and 20. cm lenses. The dove prism rotates the horizontal fluorescence streak
to vertical so that more light is imaged onto the vertical entrance slit of the SPEX.
Pulsed fluorescence experiments used the same optical setup as for cw fluorescence but
required different electronic equipment for photon counting as shown in figure 3.2. For
photon counting, the output of the PMT was passed through a preamplifier and
discriminator then converted to TTL pulses.

The pulses were counted by a GPIB

controlled Fluke 1953A counter/timer, and the entire experiment was computer
controlled.

Fluorescence lifetimes (Ti) were measured using the same optical setup shown in
figure 3.2 for the cw laser, with the addition of two 80 MHz acousto-optic (A/O)
modulators placed in the laser beam The AJO modulators were used in series to gate the
cw laser, generating pulses of I gs duration. The fluorescence detected by the PMT was

Fluke 1953A
Counter

A/D Converter

Amplifier

Amplifier/
Discriminator

Computer

Pulsed Dye
Laser

SPEX 14018
0.85 m Monochromator

N2 Laser

c —i--5 25 cm Lens
X/4 Plate

Sample
Cryostat

20 cm

Dove
Prism

7.5 cm
30 cm Lens
Dye or
ThSaphire
Laser

Figure 3.2
Experimental apparatus for cw and pulsed fluorescence measurements. The solid line indicates the beam path of
the cw laser, the dashed line shows the beam path for the pulsed laser, and the dotted line show the path of the fluorescence.
Solid arrows indicate electrical connections for the pulsed fluorescence experiments and open arrows are for cw fluorescence
experiments.
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averaged with a Tektronix TDS620A digitizing oscilloscope. In cases where wavelength
selectivity was not required, the SPEX was not used and the PM T was placed at the
window of the cryostat.

Fluorescence Excitation

In the previous section, experiments were described in which fluorescence
spectra were obtained by fixing the laser excitation frequency and scanning the
monochromator. Those types of experiments provide information about the lower lying
multiplets to which the excited states fluoresce. At times, addition information is needed
regarding the excited states that could not be determined by white light absorption. For
example, some absorptions are simply too weak to be detected in a white light
absorption experiment,, but pumping the transition with a laser can result in easily
detected fluorescence.

Fluorescence-excitation experiments were performed by

monitoring the fluorescence while scanning the excitation frequency of the laser,
providing an alternative method for measuring the location, strength and width of
absorbing transitions.

In addition to detecting weak absorptions, fluorescence excitation experiments
also allow for site selective identification of absorbing transitions. In crystals where the
rare earth ions can substitute into multiple crystallographic sites, absorptions will be
observed for the same transition at various energies due to the differences in the local
crystal field for the different sites. Crystal defects can also cause additional lines in the
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spectra.

In these cases, fluorescence from a transition belonging to a given site is

monitored (by using a monochromator to detect fluorescence from only that transition)
while the laser is scanned over the various absorption peaks. When the laser is resonant
with other transitions associated with the same site, fluorescence will be detected. It is
important to note however, that spectra recorded using this technique can become quite
complicated if there is energy transfer among the sites. In this case it may be difficult to
assign transitions since pumping one site may cause fluorescence in another.

Site selective fluorescence excitation experiments were performed using the same
experimental setup shown in figure 3.2. Spectra acquired using the pulsed dye laser
were obtained by scanning the laser under computer control while monitoring the
fluorescence from each crystallographic site.

Experiments using the cw laser were

performed by monitoring the fluorescence for a given site while tuning the laser by hand
to the various absorption lines to determine the site to which they corresponded.

Nonlinear Spectroscopy

Photon Echoes

Two pulse photon echo experiments were performed to

measure the

homogeneous linewidths. All photon echo measurements were made with the singlefrequency cw dye laser or TiiSaphire laser and the apparatus shown in figure 3.3. The
two-pulse excitation sequence was generated by gating the cw laser with two 80 MHz
acousto-optic modulators in series before the sample. This resulted in an on/off ratio of

AOM I

Figure 3.3
Experimental apparatus for two pulse and stimulated photon echoes. Lines show the path of the light and
arrows indicate electronic connections. AOM I, 2, and 3 are acousto-optic modulators and the EM shielding was a copper
box surrounding the sample.
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greater than 1000:1. Use of a single A/O modulator resulted in enough “leakage” of the
laser between pulses to cause significant holeburning. The beam was focused using one
of two different lenses to obtain a broad range of power densities. A lens of focal length
f = 33 cm was used to obtain power densities of 5 - 50 W/cm2, and focused the beam to
a waist of radius W0 = 30 pm. A longer focal-length lens of f = I m resulted in a beam
waist of radius W0 = 130 pm and was used to obtain power densities of 0.2 - 10 W/cm2.
The beam exiting the cryostat was then collimated with a 7.5 cm lens. A third A/O
modulator was placed after the collimating lens to reject the transmitted excitation laser
pulses, allowing collinear phase-matched detection of the echo with a fast Hamamatsu
R928 PM T.

The excitation pulse sequence timing was produced by a computer-

controlled Stanford Research Systems DG535 digital delay generator. The photon echo
signal from the PMT was averaged using a Tektronix TDS620A digitizing oscilloscope.
The echo preparation pulses had a duration of I ps (unless otherwise noted) giving a
laser bandwidth of ~ 2 MHz.

The excitation power density was measured with an

electrically calibrated Scientech model 362 thermopile power meter.

The output of the cw laser was monitored to verify single longitudinal mode
operation using a Coherent model 240-2 optical spectrum analyzer with a free spectral
range of 1.5 GHz driven by a home built ramp generator. The absolute frequency of the
laser was measured to a resolution of 0.5 GHz with a home built wave-meter described
prevously by Sun.77
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An additional complication in the photon echo experiments on the Eu3+ and Pr3+
doped silicates was the ease with which holes were burned in the inhomogeneous profile.
The I JLts echo excitation pulses at a repetition rate of 7 Hz and laser powers of less than
0.2 mW were capable of bleaching the absorption within a few seconds to such a degree
that the photon echo intensity had dropped by more than a factor of two. This creates
addition problems since the absorption intensity is not a constant throughout the photon
echo experiment. These reductions in absorption strength and therefore echo intensity
can lead to nonexponential or anomalously short decays due to the holeburning rather
than dephasing mechanisms.

To avoid such spectral holeburning, the laser was

repetitively scanned 300 MHz at intervals ranging from 250 ms to 2.5 seconds depending
on the magnitude of time delays between excitation pulses used in a given experiment. It
is important to note that while scanning the laser helps alleviate the complications of
spectral holeburning one must be careful not to scan the laser too rapidly in order to
maintain spectral overlap of the two excitation pulses at long delay times.

Photon Echo Nuclear Double Resonance ('PENDOR')

PENDOR combines the use of optical coherent transients with the application of

radio-frequency (RF) magnetic fields, and has been used in the measurement of hyperfme
and superhyperfine structure.78"80 This technique involves the detection of a reduction in
the photon echo intensity when the applied RF field is resonant with a transition among
the sublevels of the electronic transition. PENDOR was first used with the three pulse
stimulated photon echo sequence81 but has also been used with two pulse photon

echoes.
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When using two pulse photon echoes, there are at least two mechanisms

which can cause the reduction in echo intensity. In the first, the RF removes population
from the sublevel being pumped optically for the photon echo process to others which
are riot resonant with the laser.

This results in a loss of coherence and therefore a

reduction in the echo intensity by removing ions from the echo process. The second
mechanism involves the generation of sidebands on the sublevels at the RF Rabi
frequency.79 These sidebands can be optically pumped resulting in echo modulation as
discussed in the previous chapter, resulting in a reduction in the detected echo intensity.

The spectral resolution of the PENDOR technique is the same as for ODNMR
and is limited by the inhomogeneous linewidth of the hyperfine transitions or the
linewidth of the RF source rather than laser jitter. In fact PENDOR provides essentially
the same information as that obtained by ODNMR, but has the advantage of being
applicable to both ground and excited state resonances. However, it is often easier to
obtain a better signal to noise ratio with ODNMR, and PENDOR requires a reasonably
long coherence time T2 in order for the RF to affect the echo intensity.

PENDOR measurements were performed on the Eu3+ and Pr3"1" doped Y2SiO5
crystals using the photon echo apparatus described in the previous section with the
addition of a radio-frequency (RF) magnetic field of ~ I G applied to the sample with a
ten turn copper coil driven by a PTS 500 RF synthesizer arid ENI model 4 1 ILA 10 watt
RF amplifier. The amplified output of the RF synthesizer was sent to the coil by coax
cables. After passing through the coil, the RF power was dumped into a 50 O dummy
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load. The photon echo intensity was monitored at a fixed excitation pulse time delay
while the RF frequency was scanned under computer control. When the RF field was
resonant with an excited state or ground state hyperfine splitting, a reduction in the
photon echo intensity was recorded.

Optically Detected Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (ODNMRi

ODNMR involves the application of an RF field in combination with a
holeburning experiment and was described in detail in the previous chapter. In short, if a
hole is burned with a narrow band laser, the application of an RF field resonant with the
hyperfine splittings results in a redistribution of populations among these levels that
changes the degree of holeburning. For ground state resonances, this change in hole
burning can be detected as an increase in fluorescence or decrease in the transmitted
beam.

ODNMR experiments were performed using an experimental setup similar to that
shown in figure 3.2 for cw fluorescence with the addition of the coil, synthesizer and
amplifier described in the previous section. Changes in fluorescence rather than
transmission were detected to obtain greater sensitivity.

In these experiments, the

fluorescence was not dispersed by the monochromator, rather a glass filter was placed in
front of the PMT to reduce scattered laser fight and the PMT was placed against the
dewar window.

The signal from the PMT was amplified by a Tektronix 7904

.
.
.
.
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oscilloscope and read by an A/D converter in the computer.

Data were acquired by

setting the RF then reading the fluorescence intensity in a repetitive manner.
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CHAPTER 4

SPECTROSCOPY AND DYNAMICS OF Eu3+:Y2SiO5

The Y2SiOs crystal shown in figure 4.1 is monoclinic and belongs to the C^h
space group with eight molecules per unit cell. Triply ionized rare-earth ions substitute
for the Y3+ ions and occupy two inequivalent crystallographic sites with no rotational
point symmetry (Cl).82 This host lattice was originally chosen by Yano et al.23 as a good
candidate for long dephasing times since the nuclear magnetic moments of the ligands
are either very small or of low isotopic abundance. The nuclear magnetic moments of
the constituent elements of Y2SiO5 are given as -1.89 |iN for 0.04% abundant 17O, -0.56
JJ-N for

4.7% abundant 29Si, and -0.14

p,N

for 100% abundant 89Y.

Spectroscopy

The spectroscopy of Eu3"1" in Y2SiO5 has been previously reported by Yano et
a/.7,23,83 AU of the energy levels for the 7F0, 7F1, 5D0 5D 1 and 5D2 manifolds for each
crystallographic she were identified using fluorescence, fluorescence excitation and
absorption spectroscopy.7,23,83 Since the crystal is of such low symmetry, aU of the 21+1fold degeneracy of the free ion has been lifted and transitions from the ground state to aU
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@o
• Si
• Y2
• Y1

Figure 4.1 The monoclinic Y2SiOs crystal structure. Yl and Y2 indicate the two
crystallographic sites with C, point symmetry occupied by yttrium. There are eight
molecules per unit cell, and the lattice parameters are: a = 10.410 A, b = 6.721 A, c =
12.490 A, (3= 102 39 .

of the excited state levels are allowed. Figure 4.2 summarizes the energy level structure
for Eu3+IY2SiO5.

The hyperfine splittings for the 7F0 ground state were also measured7 for the two
isotopes of Eu using ODNMR and are summarized in Table 4 .1. The 5D0 excited state
hyperfine splittings were determined using spectral hole burning and were reported in an
earlier work of Yano et al.2^ that is summarized in table 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Energy level diagram for several of the 7Fj ground state multiplets and 5Dj
excited state multiplets OfEu3+ in Y2SiOs for the two crystallographic sites as measured
by Yano et al.1,23 Energy units are cm"1.
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TABLE 4.1. Hyperfine levels and spin Hamiltonian parameters for the 7F0 ground state
OfEu3+ in Y2SiO5 as measured by Yano et al.7 using ODNMR (in Mhz).

Site I

Site 2

151Eu

153Eu '

151Eu

153Eu

Si

34.5

90.0

29.5

76.4

S2

46.2

119.2

57.3

148.1

Id I

12.4

32.0

14.4

37.2

0.661

0.674

0.152

0.157

n

'

TABLE 4.2. Hyperfme levels and spin Hamiltonian parameters for the 5D0 excited state
OfEu3+ in Y2SiO5 as measured by Yano et al.23 using hole burning (in Mhz).

Site I

Site 2.

151Eu

153Eu

151Eu

153Eu

Si

75

194

63

160

S2

102

260

108

274

Id I

27.3

69.7

27.7

70.4

0.644

0.660

0.368

0.369
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The sample used in these studies was a commercially produced unoriented crystal
with dimensions 5 mm x 5 mm x 10 mm.

The crystal was colorless and contained

nominally 0.1% Eu. The Eu3+ ions substitute for Y3+ ions and absorb at 579.879 nm (site
I) and 580.049 nm (site 2). High resolution laser absorption spectra for the 7Fo —> 5Do
transition are shown in figure 4.3 for each site. Spectra were measured as described in
the previous chapter by monitoring the transmitted laser intensity while scanning the cw
dye laser over 20 GHz. The inhomogeneous linewidths were 4.1 GHz (site I) and 3.8
GHz (site 2) FWHM.

These are considerably narrower than the inhomogeneous

linewidths of 8.6 GHz (Site I) and 5.6 GHz (site 2) reported for the crystal used in the
studies by Yano et al.7’23 Our crystal had peak absorption coefficients of a = 0.5 cm'1
(site I) and a = 1.4 cm"1 (site 2) in the direction studied, corresponding to oscillator
strengths of 1.2 x 10'8 and 3.1 x 10"8, respectively. A path length of 10 mm resulted in an
absorption of 40% (site I ) and 76% (site 2).

Fluorescence lifetimes (Ti) were measured by exciting from the 7F0 ground state
to the 5D0 excited state using gated cw laser pulses of Ips duration. Fluorescence from
the 5D0 —> 7Fz was detected with the PMT at the window of the cryostat. A Corning 366 glass filter was used to block scattered laser light that would saturate the PMT. The
7F0 lifetimes were Ti = 1.9 ± 0.1 ms (site I) and Ti = 1.6 ± 0.1 ms (site 2).
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Figure 4.3 Absorption coefficients versus frequency for the 7F0 —> 5D0 transition of
Euu :Y2SiO5 for both crystallographic sites. Spectra were recorded by monitoring the
transmission of a single frequency cw dye laser.
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Dephasing Mechanisms in Real Crystals

Homogeneous broadening of optical transitions in rare earth doped crystals arises
from dynamic perturbations on the transition frequency. The homogeneous linewidth Th
can be written as a sum of contributions from several mechanisms:

Th —Dpop + Pion-Spin + Pion-ion + Pphonon ,

(4.1)

where Ppop is the contribution from the excited state population lifetime Ti, rion„spinis the
contribution due to nuclear and electronic spin fluctuations of the host lattice, rion„ion is
the contribution from changes in the local environment due to the optical excitation or
population relaxation of other ions (so-called instantaneous spectral diffusion), and
Pphonon includes pure dephasing contributions from temperature-dependent phonon
scattering. Room temperature homogeneous linewidths for rare earth doped systems are
typically dominated by PphonOn, but at low temperatures as is the case in all the
experiments presented in this work, phonon scattering is frozen out so the Pphonon term in
equation 4.1 is negligible.

The first term Ppop contains contributions from radiative and non-radiative decay
of the excited state population, and establishes the ultimate limit on Ph. For the lowest
component of multiplets below which there is a very large energy gap, the contribution
to Ppop from spontaneous phonon emission is typically very small, leaving radiative decay
as the dominant contribution. This is equivalent to noting that the fluorescence lifetime
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Ti for such metastable levels is dominated by radiative decay.

The limit on the

homogeneous linew idthor the so called "Ti limit” is calculated using Tpop = 1/(2jcT i ).

Nuclear and Electronic Spins

The contribution from the second term Fion-Spin is strongly dependent on the
magnetic properties of the host lattice and can vary by more than an order of magnitude
from material to material.18'21"29 To minimize the Fion-Spm contribution, it is important to
choose an active ion with low sensitivity to field perturbations and to minimize the
nuclear spins of the host lattice. Indeed, Y2SiO5 studied here was chosen by Yano et

al.23 to minimize the ion-spin contribution by reducing the nuclear magnetic moments of
the ligands to zero (16O), to very small values (89Y) or to low isotopic abundance (29Si
and 17O) as discussed earlier. Rare earth ions with an even number of 4f electrons are
typically chosen as dopants, since in crystal sites of less than axial symmetry the
electronic degeneracy is removed quenching the electronic magnetic moment.

Thus

traditional choices for dopant ions with low field sensitivity have been Eu3+, Pr3+ and
Sm2"1" with a number of groups currently exploring Tm3"1". These ions do however, have
an enhanced nuclear magnetic moment84,85 resulting from a second order nuclear Zeeman
interaction that is sensitive to the proximity of nearby electronic levels. The enhanced
nuclear gyromagnetic ratio for a level 10) is given by20

T a - TjNr +

A j-^ a a

n

(4.2)
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where

^i(OlJcJnXnlJ6IO)
A rvR -

_

-

(4.3)

and the sum is over the other crystal field levels in the J-manifold of the 10) level. This
effect can be quite large for some ions.

In particular, Tb3"1" and Ho3+ are also even

electron ions, but often have very large enhanced nuclear moments nearing that of an
electron spin due to the presence of a crystal field component only a few cm"1 from the
ground state.

In addition to increasing the sensitivity of the ion to host-lattice spin

fluctuations, this enhanced moment can cause a “frozen core” of host-lattice nuclear
spins in the vicinity of the active rare earth ion.68"74 The concept is that host lattice nuclei
nearest the rare earth ion experiences a local field from the large enhanced moment that
shifts these nuclei out of resonance with the bulk spins. These frozen spins are then
unable to undergo resonant mutual spin flip-flop processes resulting in a distribution of
flip rates that become faster with increased distance from the core, eventually reaching
the bulk value. Such frozen cores give rise to non-exponential photon echo decays and
make characterization of a pure dephasing time difficult.

However, with the proper

choice of lattice and dopant ion the ion-spin interactions can be minimized, and at
extremely low excitation intensities, it is in principle possible to reach the limit of the
homogeneous linewidth established by population decay.
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Instantaneous Spectral Diffusion

The third term in equation 4.1, FioiH0n, has recently been shown7’22,29’36"44 to mgkm
important contributions to any measured value of the linewidth since the measurement
process itself introduces this additional broadening. In an ideal photon echo experiment,
as described in chapter 2, an ensemble of isolated two-level ions is “rephased” by the
classic two-pulse excitation sequence, removing deterministic inhomogeneous dephasing
effects and allowing accurate measurement of the dephasing time T2. In photon echo
experiments on real crystals, however, the excitation laser pulses cause abrupt and
random shifts in the transition frequency of the echo ions due to perturbations arising
from optical excitation of other rare earth ions. This effect is important even at low ion
concentrations and low excitation densities such as that used here. When these random
“static” frequency shifts are not present throughout the entire echo pulse sequence, they
cause rephasing to be incomplete, and therefore they decrease the echo intensity.

Both the first and second laser pulses can contribute additional broadening to the
measured linewidth. The effect of the second pulse can be understood by considering
the evolution of the phases of ions participating in the echo sequence as shown in figure
4.4. The ions dephase in the first half of the echo sequence according to their detuning
from the laser frequency. The second laser pulse can then excite other ions in the vicinity
of some of the echo ions, abruptly changing their local fields and therefore their
transition frequencies. This causes the affected ions to rephase at a different rate in the
second half of the sequence as compared to the first half, resulting in incomplete
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Figure 4.4 The effect of instantaneous spectral diffusion on the evolution of the phases
of ions participating in the echo sequence. The upper picture shows the evolution of the
phases in a ideal two level echo sequence.51 The lower picture shows the effect of the
second laser pulse in real echo experiments on the rephasing process.86 The abrupt shift
in the transition frequency of some of the ions due to excitation of other ions by the
second pulse causes incomplete rephasing of the ensemble resulting in reduced echo
amplitude.
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rephasing. The resulting echo intensity is thus reduced yielding a shorter dephasing time
or broader homogeneous linewidth. The effect of the first pulse is similar except that
shifts in the ion’s transition frequencies result from changes in the local fields due to the
decay of neighboring ions. This process occurs at a rate determined by the excited state
lifetime Ti, and for systems were Ta «

Ti no population decay occurs on the time scale

of the echo sequence and the first pulse intensity has no effect on the measured
homogeneous linewidth.

Since the laser pulses are short compared to T2 = !/(TtFh) , these laser-induced
inhomogeneous frequency shifts are often called instantaneous spectral diffusion. This
effect has been studied for various rare-earth-doped materials and can contribute to the
homogeneous linewidth through a variety of interaction mechanisms.36"44 For ions in
. singlet states, as is the case for the ions studied here, electrostatic coupling is apparently
the most important mechanism for the shifts.

The magnitude of the instantaneous

diffusion contribution to the linewidth is proportional to the number of excited ions and
is therefore. directly proportional to the excitation intensity.

As a result, the

homogeneous linewidth versus excitation intensity must be determined for each material
and each set of experimental conditions (for example, each magnetic field) to allow
extrapolation to the true zero-intensity homogeneous linewidth to be made. For a given
sample, one can minimize the Fion-ion contribution by decreasing the sample excitation
density (excitation laser intensity), but in doing so, the echo intensity is also reduced. In

I
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the present study, our low power measurements (small-pulse-area limit) approached the
zero-intensity homogeneous linewidth limit quite closely.

Photon Echo Measurements

The contributions to the homogeneous linewidth described above have been
investigated using two-pulse photon echo measurements. Echoes were excited using the
cw dye laser and the experimental apparatus described in the previous chapter.

The

beam was focused with a lens of focal length.33 cm to a beam waist of 30 pm radius (or
f = I m for the lowest point in power density). The excitation power density was varied
between 5 and 50 W/cm2, and the length of the two echo preparation pulses was I ps
giving a laser bandwidth of ~2 MHz. The pulse areas were significantly less than the ju/2
and Tt values that are optimal for echo intensity, but this prevented or minimized
instantaneous diffusion. Echo decays were obtained by adding 16 scans together, where
each scan was recorded by averaging four echoes at each delay between the two
excitation pulses. This resulted in a total of 64 shots averaged at each delay. It was
necessary to use this scheme of averaging to minimize the accumulation of population
gratings in the ground state hyperfine levels (ie. minimize holeburning). Despite the use
of this scan pattern, accumulated echoes at the earliest one or two delay values caused a
significant enhancement of the recorded echo intensity such that it was necessary to
truncate these data points. The pulse sequences were computer controlled and delays
between the two excitation pulses (t12) were varied between 10 ps and 3.5 ms. Samples
were placed in liquid helium pumped to 1.4 K. AU measurements were made at the
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center of the inhomogeneous line and to avoid spectral hole burning, the laser was
scanned over 300 MHz in 2.5 s intervals.

Electromagnetic Shielding

In order to obtain the longest echo decays, it was necessary to shield the sample
from stray electromagnetic fields by enclosing the crystal in a copper box. It was initially
thought that the earth’s magnetic field or stray dc magnetic fields present in the lab were
responsible for some very small Zeeman splittings of the nuclear hyperfine levels. These
splittings could cause echo modulation on the time scale of T2 m ating the echo decay
appear shorter. Based on this, the sample was shielded using a lead box with holes in
each end to allow for optical access to the sample. Lead is superconducting at liquid
helium temperatures and would therefore exclude all external magnetic fields. However,
because there were holes in the ends of the box, the possibility that flux was trapped due
to the presence of magnetic fields during the cool down must be considered. If this
occurs, the sample would still not be in a totally field free region.

Use of the lead

shielding did in fact lengthen the observed echo decays, but it did not allow the
application of larger (-100 G) external fields necessary to explore changes in the
dynamics of the 89Y mutual spin fluctuations and their effects on dephasing.

Experiments were then performed using 0.010” thick OFHC copper as a shield.
With no external magnetic field applied, the copper shielding gave essentially the same
results as for lead. Since copper is not superconducting, it was clear that it was not
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shielding DC fields but AC fields. In an attempt to measure the effects of various AC
fields on the echo decays, PENDOR measurements were performed at frequencies
ranging from I Hz to 40 kHz using the apparatus described in the previous chapter with
a Stanford Research Systems DS345 synthesized function generator as the source. A
dramatic resonance was observed at 2 kHz as shown in figure 4.4. Measurements of
stray fields in the lab were also made using a Wavetek/Rockland 5820A spectrum
analyzer with a simple wire as an antenna. When the Spectra Physics 2016 argon laser
was turned on, the signal strength at 2 kHz increased by ~20db. Fields of this frequency
would not be effectively shielded by 0.010” thick copper at room temperature since the
skin depth at 2 kHz is ~ 0.075”. However, at liquid helium temperatures the resistivity
bf OFHC copper has been shown87 to decrease by a.factor of 1,780 relative to the room
temperature value. Using a factor of 1000 for the decrease in resistivity at liquid helium
temperatures, the skin depth of OFHC copper at 2 kHz is 0.002”. Thus our 0.010” thick
OFHC copper box surrounding the crystal would effectively shield the sample from stray
fields at this and higher frequencies.

It is important to note that nuclear magnetic

resonances are usually in the radio frequency domain and this resonance at an audio
frequency was unexpected. The physical mechanism responsible for the 2 kHz resonance
is still not understood and further investigations of this phenomenon are planned.

Discussion

In the shielded configuration described above, the measured linewidths were
limited by a combination of the population decay time and dephasing due to yttrium
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Figure 4.5 Kilohertz PENDOR measurements on the 7F0
5D0 transition (site I) of
Em+IY2SiO5. The resonance at 2 kHz matches that of “noise” generated by the Argon
laser power supply.

nuclear spin fluctuations.
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Table 4.3 summarizes the important spectroscopic and

relaxation parameters for Eu3+ in the two sites of Y2SiO5. The fluorescence decay times
of Ti = 1.9 ms for site I and T 1 = 1.6 ms for site 2 contributes 85 and 100 Hz,
respectively, to the homogeneous linewidths. Photon echo decays were recorded in zero
field and in an applied magnetic field of 100 G, and a typical result is shown in figure 4.6.
The decays as a function of excitation power density are shown in' figure 4.7.

The

excitation power dependence is ascribed to instantaneous diffusion22,36"44 due to the local
multipole field or "crystal field" changes induced by the excitation of neighboring Eu34"
ions.

In zero field the decays were exponential and corresponded to homogeneous

linewidths of 210 Hz for site I and 290 Hz for site 2. We made the small correction for
instantaneous diffusion using the results of figure 5.6, resulting in 195 Hz (site I) and
230 Hz (site 2). These values are the sum of two contributions: that of population decay
measured independently (above) and the contribution from 89Y nuclear spin fluctuations
obtained by subtraction to be HO Hz (site I) and 130 Hz (site 2).

In YAlO3 the

dephasing of this transition is dominated by aluminum spins which have a magnetic
moment 25 times larger than that of yttrium and contribute about I kHz to the
linewidth.25

A signature of nuclear spin-flip-induced dephasing is its sensitivity to

external magnetic fields (H0) since these modify the spin dynamics, slowing the nuclear
mutual spin flips and narrowing the optical linewidth; in this case to 122 Hz (site I) and
167 Hz (site 2) for H0 =100 G. With the correction for instantaneous diffusion applied,
this gives an extrapolated homogeneous linewidth of 105 Hz for both site I and site 2.
Thus in a field of 100 G, the yttrium spin contribution to the homogeneous width of the
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TABLE 4.3 Spectral and relaxation parameters for the 7F0 -> 5D0 transition of 0 I %
Eu3+ doped Y2SiQ5.

Site I

X (7F0 —> 5D0)

Site 2

579.879 nm

.

■580.049 nm

Linh

4.1 GHz

3.8 GHz

Ti

1.9 msec

1.6 msec

85 Hz

100 Hz

2.6 msec

1.9 msec

(= 122 Hz)

(= 167 Hz)

105 Hz

105 Hz

Ehom (Tl)
rpmeas a
A2
TpOb
^hom
aF o rH 0 = 100 G.

b Extrapolated to zero excitation intensity and for Ho = 100 G.

Eu3"1"transition drops to only 20 Hz for site I and 5 Hz (i.e., it is effectively zero) for site
2 in which case the Ti Emit is reached.

This appears to be the first time that the

contribution of the yttrium nucleus to optical Ene broadening has been obtained. In the
past there have always been other, larger contributions masking it. The final measured
and extrapolated Enewidths are dominated by the Ti contribution. Since the echo decays
are exponential it appears that the yttrium spin fluctuation rate is rather homogeneous
and "frozen core" effects seen in the echo decays of Pr34" (Ref. [73]), Er3"1" (Ref. [88]),
and Cr3"1" (Ref. [89]) are very weak here. This is consistent with the fact that the ground
state o fE u 3"1"has a very small (quenched) magnetic moment of -0.1-0.2 kHz/G33.

Echo Intensity (Arb. Units)
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Figure 4.6 Photon echo decays on the 7F0 -> 5D0 transition of E u L Y 2SiO5 at 1.4 K.
The excitation density was 6 W/cm2 and the straight lines are exponential fits to the
decays yielding the dephasing times shown.
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Figure 4.7 Dependence of the homogeneous linewidth on excitation power density (a)
for site I and (b) for site 2, varying both echo preparation pulses simultaneously. This
shows the contribution from instantaneous diffusion. The linewidths extrapolated to
zero laser power for H0 = 100 G are 105 Hz for both site I and site 2.
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The contribution from instantaneous diffusion was also investigated by varying
separately the power of the first and second pulses of the echo sequence. Figure 4.8
shows the dependence of the homogeneous linewidth on the individual pulse intensities.
As found by Liu and Cone40 and Huang et al.22, increasing the second pulse intensity
produced a stronger effect on the echo decay time. This is expected because the second
pulse creates a local field during the rephasing half of the echo sequence that is different
from that present in the first half. We observed, in addition, a noticeable sh orten in g of
the echo decay when varying the intensity of pulse I.

This was also observed in

Y2O3IEu3+ by Huang et a l 22 using an amplified first pulse. They attributed the effect to
the decay of the excited state population during the echo sequence, and the same
interpretation is given here.

Kroll et a l 26,42 and Huang et a l 22 proposed a model

predicting the effects of pulse I based on the excited state lifetime and the response of
the system to pulse 2 effects. The magnitude of the pulse I effect observed here is
consistent with the lifetime of 5D0 and with the excess dephasing induced by population
changes as measured from the pulse 2 power dependence as indicated by the theoretical
fit in figure 4.6. This effect is particularly apparent for cases where T2 is comparable
with Ti and is different from the usual manifestation of instantaneous diffusion, where
excited ions do not decay appreciably during the echo pulse sequence such as in
TbiYLiF4 where the lack of a pulse I dependence was very clearly shown40. We note
that in YAlO3=Pr3+ Bai and Kachru43 observed a dependence of the dephasing on pulse I
intensity and attributed it to dephasing induced by nonequilibrium phonons created
during the relaxation of excited ions. This is not expected to be the mechanism in the
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Figure 4.8 Dependence of the homogeneous linewidth on excitation power density for
site I and site 2 measured by varying the intensity of the echo preparation pulses
independently. Measurements for variations in the intensity of pulse I (2) were
performed with pulse 2 ( 1 ) held constant at the lowest intensity used. The theoretical
model is from Kroll et a i,26,42 and Huang et al.22
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present case because the lifetime of phonons created in the relaxation process will be
very short.
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CHAPTER 5

SPECTROSCOPY AND DYNAMICS OF Pr3^ Y 2SiO5

Our studies of Eu3+ doped Y2SiO5 presented in the previous chapter showed that
this host was nearly ideal for achieving long optical dephasing times. For dopant ions,
Pr3+ is perhaps not as good a candidate as the Eu3"1" ion for magnetic insensitivity to host
ion spins since it has a larger enhanced moment. However, Pr3+ is of interest since the
lowest component of the 1D2 manifold is a metastable level with a long fluorescence
lifetime. In addition, the transition from the 3H4 ground state to the 1D2 excited state can
have an oscillator strength that is an order Of magnitude stronger than that of the Eu3"1"
7F0 —» 5D0 transition. The Pr3^ Y 2SiO5 crystal used in these studies was commercially
produced by the same source as the Eu3"1":Y2SiO5 sample and contained nominally 0.02%
Pr3"1". The crystal was a colorless parallelepiped with dimensions 5 mm x 5 mm x 10 mm,
and the two smaller faces were polished to glass like optical quality. It was determined
by Laue X-ray diffraction that all crystal axes made oblique angles relative to the
polished faces.
Spectroscopy

The 3H4, 1D2, 3Po, and 3Pi levels of Pr3+:Y2SiO5 were studied via absorption,
fluorescence, and fluorescence-excitation spectroscopy.

Absorption and fluorescence
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spectra were recorded at a resolution of 0.5 c m 1 using the experimental apparatus
described in chapter 3 and were calibrated with a uranium hollow cathode lamp.
Fluorescence was excited using either the nitrogen-laser-pumped pulsed dye laser or the
Coherent 599-21 single-mode cw dye laser.

Site-selective fluorescence-excitation

spectra were acquired using the pulsed dye laser scanned under computer control while
monitoring the fluorescence from the lowest component of the 1D2 m an ifold for each
site.

Fluorescence lifetimes (Ti) for each site were measured by exciting from the

ground state 3H4(I) to the lowest energy component of the 1D2 m a n ifo ld, denoted
1D2(I), for each site with gated cw laser pulses of I |i,s duration. E m issio n to the 3H4
and 3H5 manifolds was detected with a photomultiplier tube and was averaged with a
Tektronix TDS620A digitizing oscilloscope.

Spectroscopic measurements for Pr3+-iY2SiO5 were first reported by Holhday et

al,90 who measured emission from the lowest component of the 1D2 m a n ifo ld to the 3H4
and 3H5 manifolds at a temperature of 20 K for both crystallographic sites. They also
determined the ground state hyperfine levels using optically detected nuclear magnetic
resonance (ODNMR), and the excited state quadrupole levels for site I only, using
holeburning which has a lower resolution than PENDOR due to laser frequency jitter.

Our fluorescence and ODNMR measurements at 1.4 K gave ground state crystal
field levels and hyperfine levels that are in good agreement with those of Holliday et al.90
The site selective fluorescence spectra of figure 5.1 show identification of all nine
components of the 3H4 multiplet for each site; however, the peaks labeled (5) and (6) for
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Figure 5.1 Fluorescence spectra showing emission from the 1D2(I) level to the 3H4
manifold recorded by exciting the 3H4(I) -> 1D2(I) transition for each crystallographic
site of 0.02% Pr3"1":Y2SiOs. Emission from 1D2(I) —> 3H4(I) is not shown since scatter
from the laser saturated the PMT at that energy. Arrows indicate the location of the
pump laser which was resonant with the 3H4(I) -» 1D2(I) transition.
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site 2 and (4) through (J) of site I are assigned with a lower degree of certainty than the
remaining levels. In addition, we have performed absorption and site-selective excitation
measurements on the 1D2 multiplet and in the region of the 3Pj and 1I6 multiplets. The
1D2(I) hyperfine splittings have been measured for both sites with improved resolution.

Our absorption spectra for the 1D2, 3P0, 3Pi and part of the 1I6 manifolds are
shown in figure 5.2. Assignment of the 1D2 crystal field levels to the appropriate site was'
accomplished by recording a laser fluorescence-excitation spectrum while monitoring the
fluorescence from the lowest 1D2 component for each site. No evidence was found for
energy transfer between sites.

High resolution laser absorption spectra for the zero phonon 3H4( I ) - > 1D2(I)
transition for each site, shown in figure 5.3, were measured with the cw dye laser by
monitoring the transmitted intensity while scanning the laser over 20 GHz.

The

inhomogeneous linewidths were 4.4 GHz (site I) and 2.5 GHz (site 2) FWHM. It is
worth noting that the inhomogeneous linewidths obtained for our sample are significantly
narrower than the 30 GHz (Site I) and 10 GHz (site 2) linewidths reported for the
crystal used by Holliday et al.90 Our crystal had peak absorption coefficients of a = 10
cm'1 (site I) and a = 1.3 cm'1 (site 2) centered at 605.977 nm and 607.934 nm for site I
and site 2 respectively. The corresponding oscillator strengths are 3 x IO"7 for site I and
2 x IO'8 for site 2 for the polarization and propagation direction used here.

Sample

lengths of 0.5 mm (site I) and 10 mm (site 2) resulted in an absorption of 40% for site I
and 73% for site 2.
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Figure 5.2 Absorption spectra showing (a) the 1D2 multiplet, and (b) the 3Pj and 1I6
region for both sites of 0.02% Pr3+IY2SiOs. Energy and absorption coefficients are each
displayed in cm"1 units. The widths of the lowest 1D2 levels and others indicated by *
were instrument limited, so the true peak absorption coefficients are proportionately
reduced (see figure 5.3 for the actual values for the 1D2(I) transitions).
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Figure 5.3 Absorption coefficients versus frequency for the Pr3+IY2SiO5 3H4(I) —>
1D2(I) transitions for sites I and 2 recorded by monitoring the transmission of a single
frequency cw dye laser. Sample orientation is described in the text.
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Fluorescence lifetimes were measured as described in the chapter 3. The 1D2(I)
lifetimes were Ti = 164 ± 5 (is (site I) and Ti = 222 + 5 jiis (site 2). These lifetimes are
similar to those observed for other oxide hosts such as YAlO3 (T1 = 180 (is) and YAG
(Ti = 230 (is).

High resolution radio frequency measurements of the excited state hyperfme
splittings were made using Photon Echo Nuclear Double Resonance (PENDOR). The
photon echo intensity was monitored at a fixed excitation pulse time delay of 250 (is (site
2) and 100 (is (site I), while the RF frequency was scanned. When the RF field was
resonant with an excited state or ground state hyperfme splitting, a large reduction in the
photon echo intensity was recorded. Excited State splittings of 4.595 MHz and 4.84
MHz were determined for site I from resonances observed experimentally at these
frequencies and at the sum frequency, with widths of 30 kHz, 18 kHz and I kHz
respectively. Resonances were observed only at 2.296 MHz and 4.592 Mhz for site 2
(both with widths of ~ 7 kHz), suggesting that the three excited state Kramer’s doublets
are equally spaced with separations of 2.296 Mhz. These more precise values for site I
agree with those of Holliday et al.90 to within their experimental error. Values for site 2
were not previously reported. Energy level diagrams summarizing the energies of the
3H4 ground state mtiltiplets and 1D2 excited state multiplets are shown in figure 5.4.

The nuclear quadrupole interaction and second-order magnetic hyperfme or
“pseudo-quadrupole” interaction can be combined91,92 to give the effective quadrupole
Hamiltonian •
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Figure 5.4 Energy levels for the 3H4 ground state multiplets and 1D2 excited state multiplets for the two crystallographic
sites of Pr3+ in Y2SiO5 at 1.4 K. Energy units are cm '1.
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Hq =

D [Iz2 - I(I+l)/3] + E(IX2 - Iy2).

(I')

The measured hyperfme splittings given above were used to calculate the combined
quadrupole and second-order-hyperfine coupling constants D and E. Table 5.1
summarizes the observed hyperfme splittings and the fitted coupling parameters for the
ground and excited states for both crystallographic sites. The signs of D and E are not
specified since our experiments did not determine the ordering of the hyperfine levels.

Photon Echo Measurements

The primary goal of this work was the determination of the homogeneous
linewidths of the 3H4(I) -> 1D2(I) transitions for Pr3"1" in the two sites and of the
mechanisms responsible for those widths.

Photon echo measurements of the

homogeneous linewidths were made with a single-frequency cw dye laser and the
apparatus described in chapter 3. The longer focal-length lens of f = I m was used in
these experiments to focus the beam to a waist of radius

W0 =

130

pm ,

and the excitation

power density was varied between ~ 0.4 and 20 W/cm2. To avoid spectral holebuming,
the laser was repetitively scanned 300 MHz in 250 msec intervals. Echo decays were
recorded by averaging 64 echoes at each delay (P2) between the extication laser pulses.
It was not necessary to use the scanning technique described in the previous chapter
since the ground state population grating did not form as easilly as for Eu3"1":Y2SiO5.
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TABLE 5.1. Hyperfme levels and spin Hamiltonian parameters for the 3H4(I) to 1D2(I)
transition for each site of Pr3+ in Y2SiO5 as measured by ODNMR and PENDOR (in
Mhz).

Site I

Site 2

3H4(I)

'D2(I)

3H4(I)

'D2(I)

Si

10.19

4.59

3.78

2.29

S2

17.3

4.84

4.93

2.29

Si +S2

27.5

9.43

8.71

4.58

Id I

4.44

1.36

1.32

0.651

Ie I

0.564

0.425

0.305

0.217

Photon echo measurements for site 2 (607.76 nm) were performed using an optical path
length of 10 mm along a direction that was determined by X-ray diffraction to be at an
angle of 20 to the [010] axis. Measurements for site I (605.81 nm) were performed in a
direction perpendicular to that used for site 2 on a sample of thickness 0.5 mm. All
experiments were performed with the crystals immersed in , liquid helium that was
pumped to 1.4 K. AU measurements were made at the center of the inhomogeneous line
and with the sample shielded from stray electromagnetic fields by a copper box. Table
5.2 summarizes the important spectroscopic and relaxation parameters for Pr3+ in
Y2SiO5.
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TABLE 5.2. Spectral and relaxation parameters for the 3H4(I) to 1D2(I) transition for
each site in 0.02% Pr3+:Y2SiO5.

A, (3H4(I) -> 1D2(I))
Tinh
Ti
Th (Ti)
ryiZl

Site I

Site 2

605.977 nm

607:934 nm

4.4 GHz

2.5 GHz

164 ± 5 fis

222 ± 5 ps

970 ± 30 Hz

. 717 + 16 Hz

152 p.s

377 [is

(= 2,100 Hz)

(= 848 Hz)

rh

1,800 Hz

850 Hz

f

3 x 10"7

2 x 10"8

a

10 cm"1

1.3 cm '1

A2

a For H0 = 77 G.
b Extrapolated to zero laser intensity for H0 = 77 G.

Echo decays for each site were recorded as a function of excitation power
density with the crystal in zero field and in a field of 77 G. The power dependence of the
homogeneous linewidth is shown in figure 5.5.

The echo decays were always

exponential for both sites. The results shown in figure 5.6 are for the lowest excitation
intensities used, corresponding to the most challenging experimental conditions.
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Figure 5.5 Dependence of the homogeneous Hnewidth of the 3H4(I) —> 1D2(I) transition
on excitation power density for site I and site 2 showing the contribution from
instantaneous diffusion. Both echo preparation pulses had the same intensity and were
varied simultaneously. Alternate axes relate the incident laser excitation power density
to the Pr3+ excitation density ne calculated using the absorption coefficients of figure 5.3.
The slopes of F h versus ne are similar for the two sites.
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Figure 5.6 Photon echo decays on the 3H4(I) -> 1D2(I) transition of Pr3+IY2SiO5 at 1.4
K. The excitation density was 0.64 WYcm2 for site I and 0.52 WYcm2 for site 2. The
straight lines are exponential fits to the decays yielding the dephasing times shown. The
magnetic field H0 was applied with a Helmholtz coil.
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Dephasing times of T2 = 111 ± 4 Jis for site I and T2 = 306 ± 14 (is for site 2
were recorded at the lowest excitation intensities in zero applied magnetic field. These
dephasing times correspond to homogeneous linewidths of 2.8 ± 0.1 kHz for site I and
1.04 ± 0.05 kHz for site 2. Extrapolation to zero excitation intensity yielded only a
slightly narrower linewidth of 2.4 kHz for site I indicating that at the lowest intensities
used instantaneous diffusion is adding ~ 400 Hz. The extrapolated value for site 2 was
1.05 ± 0.05 kHz, the same as the measured value within the experimental uncertainty,
indicating no measurable contribution from instantaneous diffusion for that site at this
excitation power density.

The "Ti limit” for the Pr3+IY2SiO5 crystal studied here is

calculated from the measured fluorescence lifetimes given in the previous section. Using
Epop = l/(27tTi), we found it contributes 970 ± 30 Hz for site I and 717 + 16 Hz for site

2.

Echo decays were also recorded in a field of 77 G to explore the contribution to
the linewidth from 89Y nuclear spin fluctuations. The external magnetic field reduced the
homogeneous linewidths to 2.1 ± 0.1 kHz (site I) and 0.85 ± 0.04 kHz (site 2) at the
lowest excitation intensities. As for the zero field case, extrapolation to zero excitation
intensity yielded a slightly narrower linewidth of 1.8 kHz for site I, with the value for
site 2 essentially the same as that measured to within experimental error. Sensitivity of
the homogeneous linewidth to a magnetic field (H0) indicates nuclear spin-flip-induced
dephasing; application of the field modifies the spin dynamics, slowing the 89Y mutual
nuclear spin flips thus reducing their contribution to the homogeneous linewidth. In the
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case of Pr3+ in Y2SiO5, the application of the 77 G field reduced the linewidth of site I by
~ 600 Hz and site 2 by ~ 200 Hz. In the case of site 2, the extrapolated (or measured)
linewidth of 0.85 kHz is very close to the 0.72 kHz limit established by population decay.
The residual 130 Hz is nearly within the combined experimental and fitting uncertainty of
~80 Hz, although it is expected that a small contribution ( ~ 50 Hz ) due to 89Y nuclear
spin flips is still present. The extrapolated value of 1.8 kHz for site I is -8 0 0 Hz broader
than the Ti limit. At least some of this additional broadening is due to effects of 89Y
mutual spin flips still present at a field intensity of 77 G. The contribution to the
homogeneous linewidth due to 29Si nuclear spin fluctuations is expected to be
significantly smaller than the contribution from 89Y. The magnetic moment of 29Si (0.55(J,n) is - 4 times that of 89Y (-0.14|i.N), but the concentration of the former is -4 0
times lower, resulting in a Pr3+ - 29Si coupling strength that is about an order of
magnitude smaller than for 89Y. In addition, the dephasing due to 29Si is expected to be
less effective since the mutual spin flip rates for the 29Si will be substantially lower than
for 89Y..

We recently reported the first observation of optical line broadening by 89Y spin
fluctuations for the 5D0 -» 7F0 transition of Eu3+W2SiO5.29 The contribution for each site
was -100 Hz. This is considerably smaller than the contributions of -1 .4 kHz for site I
and -300 Hz for site 2 observed here for Pr3+ ions. The larger contributions for Pr3+ are
expected however, since the enhanced nuclear magnetic moments83,84 in the Pr3"1" ground
and excited states are large compared to Eu3+ where the magnetic moment is quenched in
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the ground state and very small in the excited state. The Pr3+ ions also exhibit significant
differences in the yttrium spin contribution to dephasing for each site; this is presumably
a consequence of the differences in the crystal fields at the two sites. Site I has a ground
state crystal field splitting of 88 cm"1 between the two lowest components of the 3H4
manifold, while site 2 has a splitting of 176 cm"1. Since the enhanced magnetic moment,
which arises from the second order magnetic hyperfine interaction, is inversely
proportional to this energy difference, a larger enhanced moment is expected for site I
than for site 2.

'

When comparing the instantaneous diffusion contributions to. the dephasing for
the two crystallographic sites, it is appropriate to recall40 that Fion. ^ in equation 4,1 is
proportional to the excitation density and to changes in electric dipolar coupling between
Pr3+ ions as neighbors undergo transitions between the ground arid excited states. When
the Pr3+ ion excitation density ne is chosen as the horizontal axis for the Fh versus laser
excitation power density data, as shown on the alternate scales in figure 5.5, differences
••

'

in slope arising from the Fion4on contribution to Fh reflect differences in dipolar
interactions and angular coordination to near and distant neighbors for the two sites.
Using the measured absorption coefficients for sites I and 2, an effective beam area
based on the top-hat approximation A = 7tw02/2, and the methods outlined by Liu and
Cone,40 the instantaneous diffusion slopes were found to be 1.2 x IO"11 Hz cm3 for site I
and 1.4 x IO'11 Hz cm3 for site 2. When experimental uncertainty is taken into account,
these values are essentially the same, a result that perhaps arises at least in part from the
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'
angular averaging that occurs in the summation over large numbers of ions in
measurements of Fj011,10n. Information on the dipole moments is not available, precluding
a numerical estimate of Fion-ion at this time.

The absorption coefficient for site I is

approximately 10 times larger than for site 2, but there is no relationship between the offdiagonal electric dipole moments that determine the optical oscillator strength and the
diagonal moments for the ground a n d . excited states that are involved in the
instantaneous diffusion.

Future studies should include Stark effect measurements to

obtain the dipole moment differences.
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CHAPTER 6

SPECTROSCOPY AND DYNAMICS OF Tm3+:Y2SiO5

The Tm3+ ion is of considerable interest for optical signal processing using
coherent transients, since the 3H6 —> 3H4 transition at ~ 790 nm can be excited by
commercially available diode lasers. This is an important consideration in efforts to build
more compact less expensive devices for demonstration of these PSHB applications. A
number of research groups are using Tm3+:YAG for demonstration of signal processing
devices,93 but the presence of fluctuating aluminum spins in the host lattice can add a
significant contribution to the homogeneous linewidth. In signal processing applications,
long term persistence of the data is not always necessary, but long coherence times are
important since the length of the data pulse trains is limited by the homogeneous
dephasing time. In the previous two chapters it was shown that the Y2SiO5 host lattice
was a nearly ideal choice for achieving long dephasing times for the Eu3+ and Pr3+ ions.
As a result, this host was chosen as a good candidate for long dephasing times with the
Tm3"1" ion. Tm3^ Y 2SiO5 is also of interest as a solid state laser material and has been
used in the demonstration of an efficient continuous-wave 2 jim laser.32 This chapter
presents spectroscopic and optical dephasing studies of Tm3"1":Y2SiO5.
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The Tm3+:Y2SiO5 was produced by Scientific Materials Corporation and
contained nominally 0.1% Tm3"1". The crystals were unoriented cylinders of diameter 3
mm, with lengths of I mm and 5 mm. The ends of the cylinders were polished as were
flats along the length of the cylinder to allow detection of fluorescence.

The 5 mm

sample was used for the white light absorption and Zeeman experiments, and the I mm
sample for the laser absorption and photon echo experiments. All measurements were
performed with the crystal immersed in liquid helium that was pumped to 1.4 K.

Spectroscopy

For memory or signal processing applications, only transitions from the ground
state to the lowest level of a given multiplet are of interest.

However, in non-zero

angular momentum J-multiplets the other low lying levels must also be characterized
since they can dramatically influence the dephasing rates of the lowest energy level. The
3H5, 3H4, and 1G4 multiplets of Tm3+ in Y2SiO5 have therefore been investigated using
absorption, fluorescence, fluorescence excitation, and Zeeman experiments. Moderate
resolution spectroscopic measurements have been reported previously in studies aimed at
characterizing this material as a laser medium.32,94

White light absorption spectra were recorded for the 3H4, and 1G4 multiplets at a
resolution of 0.5 cm'1 using the apparatus described in chapter 3. Figure 6.1 shows the
absorption spectrum of the 3H4 multiplet for both crystallographic sites.

The site

assignment of the lower sharp absorption peaks shown in the inset of figure 6.1 was
determined using fluorescence excitation experiments and Zeeman experiments.
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Figure 6.1 White light absorption spectra of the 1H4 multiplet of 0.1% Tm3+IY2SiO5 for
both crystallographic sites. Site assignment of the lower sharp peaks of the multiplet is
shown in the inset. The broader upper levels have not been investigated since they have
no impact on the dynamics of PSHB or echo decay. The peak at 12642 cm '1 is actually
two peaks separated by 6 GHz (see figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.2 White light absorption spectra for the 1G4 multiplet of 0.1% Tm3+ doped
Y2SiO5 for both crystallographic sites. Assignment of the four lowest absorption peaks
to the appropriate site was accomplished by correlation of the emission from the 1G4
multiplet excited by an argon laser with the absorption spectra and comparison with site
selective emission from the 3H4 multiplet. The unassigned peaks have not been
investigated.
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Subsequent laser absorption experiments showed that the absorption peak at 12642 cm"1
is actually two peaks split by 0.2 cm"1, an amount too small to be resolved by the
monochromator in these white light absorption experiments.
spectrum is shown in figure 6.2.

The 1G4 absorption

Site assignment of the 1G4 absorption peaks was

accomplished using fluorescence measurements.

Site selective fluorescence measurements were performed for the 3H4 multiple! by
exciting from the lowest component of the 3He ground state multiplet to an upper
component of the 3H4 multiplet for each site; emission from the lowest component of the
3H4 multiplet to the 3Hg multiplet was monitored. For site I, the 3H6 manifold has a
crystal field component only 13 cm"1 above the ground state with the next higher level at
226 cm"1, well beyond the range for participation in optical dephasing. Site 2 has an
even smaller ground state crystal field splitting with a level only 1.6 cm"1 above the
ground state. The next higher crystal field level for site 2 is greater that 200 cm'1 above
the ground state. Higher levels of the ground state manifold are not relevant to optical
dephasing at low temperatures and were not investigated.

Fluorescence from the 1G4 multiplet was excited using the 457.9 nm line of an
argon laser95. Since the excitation was not site selective, both sites fluoresced. Sharp
emission lines were observed at 21128 cm'1, 21032 cm'1, and 21019 cm '1 with a number
of broader lines at lower energies.

The first two lines correspond to peaks in the

absorption spectra and therefore determine the lowest energy components of the 1G4
multiplet for the two sites; the emission at 21019 cm'1 is 13 cm"1 above the 21032 cm'1
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line, thus identifying the 21032 cm'1 level as site I by comparison with the 3H4
fluorescence data. The absorption peaks at 21074 cm'1 and 2 1 110 cm '1 must also belong
to site I as no emission was detected at these energies. A partial energy level diagram is
shown in figure 6.3 summarizing the important low-lying levels of the 3H6, 3H4, and 1G4
multiplets for the two crystallographic sites.

High resolution laser absorption was also performed for the lowest component of
the 3H4 multiplet for each site by monitoring the transmission of the single mode
Ti:Sapphire laser as it was scanned over 20 GHz. The spectra shown in figure 6.4 were
obtained using the unoriented I mm sample. The two peaks for the 12642 cm"1 line
shown in figure 6.4a were clearly resolved, and they correspond to the transitions from
the lowest component of the 3H6 ground state multiplet (Zi) to the lowest component of
the 3H4 excited state multiplet (Wi) for the two crystallographic sites. The peak in figure
6.4b corresponds to the transition from the next higher crystal field level of the 3H6
manifold (Z2) to the lowest component of the 3H4 multiplet (Wi) for site 2. Since the Z2
level of site 2 is only 1.6 cm'1 above the ground state, it is thermally populated at 1.4 K.
This crystal had peak absorption coefficients of a = 12 cm"1(site I), and a = 8 cm'1 (site
2) for the Z 1 —>Wi transition in the arbitrarily chosen propagation direction studied here.
The Z2 —> Wi transition of site 2 had a peak absorption coefficient of a = 5.3 cm'1. A
path length of I mm resulted in absorptions of 70% for site I, 55% (Z1 —> Wi), and 40%
(Z2 —> W i) for site 2 centered at 790.781 nm, 790.769 nm, and 790.873 nm (in air)
respectively.
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Figure 6.3 Energy level diagram showing the important lower levels of the 3H6, 3H4, and
1G4 multiplets for the two crystallographic sites of Tm3+ in Y2SiO5. Energy units are
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Figure 6.4 Absorption coefficient versus frequency for the lowest components of the 3H4
manifold for each site. The two peaks (12642.25 cm"1, 12642.44 cm"1) in (a) correspond
to transitions from the lowest component of the 3H6 ground state multiplet to the lowest
component of the 3H4 excited state multiplet (Z, —> W,) for each crystallographic site.
The peak ( 12640.77 cm '1) shown in (b) corresponds to the transition from the next
higher level in the 3H6 multiplet to the lowest component of the 3H4 multiplet (Z2 —> WO
for site 2.
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respectively. The inhomogeneous linewidths were 2.6 GHz for site I, 4.5 GHz (Z1
W 1), and 5.3 GHz (Z2 —> W 1) for site 2.

Fluorescence lifetimes were measured by resonantly exciting from the 3H6 ground
state to the lowest components of the 3H4 excited state with gated pulses of I p,s
duration from the cw Ti:Sapphire laser. Fluorescence was detected at 90° relative to the
laser beam with the PMT at the dewar window. The crystal surfaces were polished quite
well and only minimal laser scatter was detected by the PMT. The fluorescence lifetimes
were T 1 = 55 (is for site I and T 1 = HO (is for site 2. These are considerably shorter
than the 790 (is lifetime reported for 0.15% Tm3+:YAG.45 This most likely reflects a
stronger multiphonon relaxation rate in Y2SiOg.

The Zeeman effect has been measured for the sharp 3H6 —> 3H4 absorption lines
shown in the inset of figure 6.1. For the Zeeman experiments, the sample was placed in
a small split-pair superconducting magnet designed by Harry Jones and MJM Leask at
the Clarendon Laboratory of the University of Oxford. The magnet had a bore of 8 mm
and four holes of 4 mm diameter in the sides to provide radial optical access to the
sample. The magnet had a field to current ratio of 0.800 kG/A. Zeeman splittings were
detected using white light absorption. Spectra were recorded with the SPEX operated at
a theoretical resolution of 0 .1 cm '1 and with external magnetic fields of up to 44 kG. In
practice, the observed resolution of the monochromator was approximately 0.3 cm'1.
Figure 6.5 shows Zeeman data for the lowest component of the 3H4 multiplet (W1) for
both sites.

Figure 6.6 shows absorption spectra at the same values of the applied
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magnetic field for the next higher crystal field level (W2) for site I and 2. The absorption
peaks in figures 6.5 and 6.6 have been labeled indicating the transition and site to which
they belong.

Each absorption peak for sites I and 2 became two peaks when an external
magnetic field was applied as shown in figures 6.5 and 6.6. The possibility that these
additional peaks were due to Zeeman splittings of degenerate levels was ruled out since
the Zeeman effect was not linear and all of the 18 levels of the 3H4 multiplet are seen in
the white light and laser absorption spectra. The additional peaks are thus attributed to
differences in the quadratic Zeeman shifts for the two magnetically inequivalent sites that
are expected for this monoclinic crystal of the C^h space group.

Operating on a

magnetic field vector of arbitrary orientation with each of the elements of this space
group predicts that ions of given crystallographic sites will experience two different
orientations of the magnetic field. Since these two magnetically inequivalent sites see
different magnetic field vectors, they can have different Zeeman shifts. The effect of this
can then be seen when two levels of the same crystallographic site are in close proximity
and shift differently in an external magnetic field.

For site I of Tm3"1" in Y2SiOs, the two lowest components of the 3H4 excited state
multiplet are separated by 71 cm"1 and have an extremely weak Zeeman interaction. The
ground state and the next crystal field level are separated by only 13 cm"1, and these two
coupled singlet levels repel each other at different rates for the two magnetically
inequivalent

sites
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an
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due

to
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Figure 6.5 Absorption spectra with an external magnetic field applied showing the
Zeeman effect for the lowest levels of the 3H4 multiple! for the two crystallographic sites.
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Figure 6.6 Absorption spectra showing the Zeeman effect for the next higher crystal
field levels of the 3H4 multiplet for both sites.
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quadratic Zeeman effect, resulting in two absorption peaks for each zero field transition
as observed. The positions of the absorption peaks for site I are plotted in Figure 6.7(a)
showing the Zeeman effect of the ground state and 13 cm"1 level for the two magnetically
inequvalent sites. One magnetic site showed a significant Zeeman effect resulting in a
shift of several wavenumbers in the energy levels. ' However, the other magnetic site
showed no observable shifting of the ground state levels.

Identical behavior was

observed for the site I 1G4 absorption level shown in figure 6.8, where one peak
remained stationary and the shifting of the other peak to higher energy as a function of
magnetic field matched the motion of the 3H4 Zi —> Wi and Z i ■
—> W 2 transitions.

Site 2 exhibited similar behavior since the two lowest components of the 3H4
excited multiple! are separated by 67 cm"1 and as for the case of site I do not interact
appreciably in an applied magnetic field. The two lowest components of the ground
state multiple! are separated by only 1.6 cm"1 and repel in an external magnetic field.
This motion of the ground state and 1.6 cm"1 level can be seen as shifts in the 3H4
absorption peaks as shown in figure 6.7(b).

The spectroscopy of Tm3+ doped into other low symmetry hosts like Y2O396,
YAlO397, and YAG98 has been reported previously. In the case o f Y2O3, the ground state
and next higher crystal field level are separated by 30.7 cm'1, while the two lowest levels
of the 3H4 multiplet are split by 78.6 cm"1. Tm3+:YAG has very similar crystal field
splittings of 27 cm '1 for the 3H6 ground state multiplet and 72 cm"1 for the 3H4 multiplet.
Tm3"1" in YAlO3 had a much smaller ground state, splitting of only 3 cm"1 and a
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Figure 6.7 Positions of the 3H4 absorption peaks versus applied magnetic field showing
the Zeeman effect of the ground state crystal field levels for both crystallographic sites.
The positions for the two peaks in (a) and four peaks in (b) show the different Zeeman
effects for the two magnetically inequivalent sites.
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Figure 6.8 Zeeman effect for the lowest 1G4 level of site I. The lower energy peak is
stationary in field and corresponds to one of the magnetically inequivalent sites. Motion
of the other peak with applied magnetic field is due to the Zeeman splitting of the ground
state for the other magnetic site.

comparable 62 cm"1 splitting for the H4 multiplet. The 13 cm"1, and 1.6 cm"1 splittings
for the ground state 1H6 multiplet seen for the two sites in the Y2SiO5 host are somewhat
smaller but in comparison to these other hosts, are perhaps not surprising. The splittings
for the H4 multiplet in Y2SiO5 are very similar to those reported for Y2O3, YAG, and
YAlO3.
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Photon Echo Measurements

The optical dephasing times for transitions to the lowest 3H4 levels of each site
were measured using photon echoes. Measurements were made on the I mm sample
using the cw ThSapphire laser and the experimental setup described in chapter 3. A 33
cm lens was used to focus the beam to a waist of radius 36 pm. Echo decays were
recorded in zero field for the Zi

W 1 transition of site I and for the Z i —» W 1, and Z2

—> Wi transitions of site 2. The effects of instantaneous diffusion were not rigorously
studied.

Figure 6.9 shows echo decays for the Z 1 -> W i transitions recorded using pulses
of 0.5 ps duration with a peak power of I mW for site I, and pulses of 0.2 ps duration
with a peak power of 10 mW for site 2. The pulse areas used for the two levels were
comparable since the pulse width was reduced by approximately the same factor as the
electric field amplitude was increased.

These experimental conditions resulted in

dephasing times of T2 = 4.8 ps for site I, and T2 = 1.3 ps for site 2 corresponding to
homogeneous line widths of Fh = 66 kHz and Fh = 241 kHz for sites I and 2 respectively.
A detailed study of the effects of instantaneous spectral diffusion has not yet been
performed for this crystal. Figure 6.10 shows an echo decay for the Z2 —> Wi transition
of site 2 recorded using pulses of width 0.2 ps, with a peak power of 10 mW. The
dephasing time was measured to be T2 = 1.1 ps corresponding to a homogeneous
linewidth of Fh = 289 kHz.

Echo Intensity (Arb. Units)

Echo Intensity (Arb. Units)
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Site I

Site 2

Figure 6.9 Photon echo decays for the Z, —> W, transitions for both crystallographic
sites of Tm u :Y2SiOs. No external magnetic field was applied.
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Site 2

Figure 6.10 Photon echo decay for the Z2 —> Wi transition of site 2. 0.2 gs excitation
pulses were used with a peak power of 10 mW.

Echo decays were also recorded in an external magnetic field of 40 kG. Echoes
were excited using Igs pulses with a peak power of 0.3 mW for the three transitions at
12643 cm"1, 12645 cm"1, and 12646.8 cm"1 shown in figure 6.5 at a field of 44 kG.
Nearly identical dephasing times of 34 gs and 33 gs were measured for the two lower
energy peaks with the 12646.8 cm"1transition yielding a slightly longer dephasing time of
40 gs. The reduction of the linewidth in an applied magnetic field is in part due to a
decrease in the contribution from the 89Y fluctuating nuclear spins as was seen in the
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cases of Eu3"1" and Pr3"1". In addition, it is also likely that some portion of the narrowing of
the homogeneous linewidths observed for these measurements is due to a decrease in the
instantaneous diffusion resulting from the use of lower excitation intensities as compared
to those used for the zero field measurements shown in figure 6.9.

All of the dephasing times measured for the 0.1% Tm3"*":Y2SiO5 crystal studied
here are considerably shorter than for a 0.15% Tm3+:YAG sample studied by
Macfarlane,45 who reported a dephasing time o f 105 ps in a field of 438 G. Dephasing
times in Y2SiO5 were expected to be longer than for YAG since the magnetic moments
of the constituent ions are much smaller than for YAG (aluminum has a nuclear moment
of 3.6 |iN). These shorter dephasing times found for Y2SiO5 are attributed to a much
greater magnetic sensitivity of Tm3"1" due to the electronic structure for the ion in this
host.

For the case of site I, the ground state crystal field splitting of 13 cm"1 will

contribute to the enhanced nuclear magnetic moment as described in chapter 4. Site 2
has a an even smaller ground state splitting of only 1.6 cm"1 and should therefore have an
even larger enhanced nuclear magnetic moment; this is consistant with the shorter
dephasing times observed for site 2 compared with site I. These enhanced magnetic
moments in the ground state will result in a much greater sensitivity of the Tm3"*7ions to
fluctuating nuclear and electronic spins of the host lattice. More detailed studies of the
effects of instantaneous diffusion are required to quantify the contribution to the
linewidth due to the interaction with the host lattice spins.

Ultimately though, this

material is not considered a good candidate for optical signal processing applications.
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Even if the Ti limit could be achieved, (which is certainly not probable with the observed
energy level structure) dephasing times would only be comparable to those already easily
obtained for Tm3+:YAG.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY

Studies of the spectroscopy and relaxation dynamics of Eu3"1", Pr3+, and Tm3"1"
doped Y2SiO5 have been presented. The primary goal of these studies was determining
the coherence times or homogeneous linewidths and the dephasing mechanisms
responsible for the observed linewidths to characterize these materials performance
potential in optical memory or signal processing devices.

In the case of Eu3"1":Y2SiO5, careful elimination of the effects of instantaneous
diffusion and shielding the sample from electromagnetic fields allowed measurement of
the intrinsic homogeneous linewidth of the 7F0 —> 5D0 transition at 1.4 K. The total
linewidth was separated ,into two contributions: one due to population decay and the
other due to the spin fluctuations of the 89Y nucleus.

The homogeneous linewidths

measured in these experiments, Le., 122 Hz for ions in site I and 167 Hz for ions in site
2 and the values corrected for instantaneous diffusion 105 Hz for the two sites are, to the
best of our knowledge, the narrowest optical resonances yet measured in the solid state.
Isolated rare-earth ions at low temperatures behave in some respects like trapped single
ions, and by careful selection of host crystal it should be possible to achieve linewidths of
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less than 100 Hz which would rival the narrowest resonances observed for trapped single
ions in the "gas phase."

Such extremely narrow resonances can also provide very

sensitive probes of local dynamics or external fields in solid state systems.

The spectroscopic properties and dephasing mechanisms of Pr3+ ions in Y2SiO5
have also been investigated in detail.

We have extended existing spectroscopic

information by a high resolution determination of the hyperfine levels for the lowest
energy component of the 1D2 excited state for both crystallographic sites. Upper crystal
field components of the 1D2 multiplet were identified and assigned to the appropriate
site, and absorption spectra were presented for higher multiplets which had not been
previously reported.

The homogeneous linewidth of the transition from the 3H4(I) ground state to the
1D2(I) excited state was measured for the two crystallographic sites using photon
echoes. The contributions to the homogeneous linewidths were identified for each site
after detailed characterization of the effects of excitation-intensity-dependent dephasing.
At a temperature of 1.4 K, each site had two contributions to the linewidth: a small
contribution from 89Y nuclear spin fluctuations and a larger contribution from population
decay. The host crystal Y2SiO5 was again shown to yield a narrower optical resonance
for a specific ion, in this case Pr3"1", than for any previously reported host. It was also
clear from this and other studies, that any measurement of a homogeneous linewidth
using photon echoes requires careful identification of the instantaneous diffusion
contribution in order to characterize the intrinsic optical resonance width.
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The spectroscopy of Tm3+--Y2SiO5 was investigated by performing absorption,
fluorescence, fluorescence excitation and Zeeman experiments on the 3H6, 3H4, and 1G4
multiplets. These spectroscopic studies showed that the lowest levels of the 3H4 excited
multiplet for the two crystallographic sites were separated by only 6 GHz. In addition,
the two lowest crystal field levels of the ground state multiplet were separated by 13 cm"1
for site I and only 1.6 cm"1 for site 2. These ground state splittings are quite small but
do not differ dramatically from those observed for Tm3+ in other hosts. Specifically, the
spectroscopy of Tm3"1" in other low symmetry crystals like Y2O596, YAlO397, and YAG98
has been reported where the 3H6 ground state manifold had crystal field levels ranging
from 3 cm '1 to 30 cm"1 above the ground state.

The homogeneous linewidth of the lowest 3H4 crystal field levels were measured
for both crystallographic sites. Linewidths of 57 kHz for site I and 241 kHz for site 2
were found in zero applied field.

These are significantly broader homogeneous

linewidths than the 3 kHz that has been reported for Tm3+--YAG.45 The short dephasing
times in this crystal are attributed to the magnetic sensitivity of the Tm3+ in this host
resulting from enhanced nuclear magnetic moments from the small ground state crystal
splitting. A detailed study of the effects of instantaneous diffusion must be performed to
quantify the contributions to the linewidth from fluctuating spins of the host lattice.
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